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ABSTRACT
Rice producers and other rice industry groups are interested in 
the "economies of scale" for drying and storage firms in planning for 
more efficient performance in rice marketing. This study presents and 
compares the in-plant economies of scale for selected kinds of rice 
drying and storage facilities. The quality of rice dried and stored 
in the facilities is also evaluated to determine what influence dry­
ing facility type may have on grain quality.
To develop the long run average cost curves for farm and com­
mercial drying and storage units, operating cost data were obtained 
from a stratified random sample of commercial and farm firms in Loui­
siana and Texas for three consecutive years. Comnercial firms were 
divided into: (1) cooperative and (2) non-cooperative groups by
state. Farm firms were differentiated by: (1) state, (2) construc­
tion, and (3) type of drying system. The drying systems studied 
were: (1) vertical column, heated air, multipass dryers; and (2) 
aerated bulk bins.
Long run total drying and storage cost functions were esti­
mated by least squares multiple regression equations. Multiproduct 
firm costs were allocated to activities on the basis of revenue.
The regression functions included reported total drying and storage
cost as a dependent variable, with drying and storage output plus 
excess capacity as independent variables. Regression estimated 
costs were adjusted to full capacity by setting the excess capacity 
variables equal to zero. Full capacity was defined as maximum poten­
tial output of drying equipment and bulk bins within the seasonal 
pattern of rice receipts averaged for the five-year period, 1958-62. 
Average costs were derived from the estimated total cost functions.
Statistical tests of the sums of squares of the regression 
functions indicated significant differences in costs for farm dryers 
grouped by facility construction, drying system, and/or state. The 
Individual farm cost functions were: (1) all buildings with bulk bin
dryers; (2) Texas round bulk bin dryers; (3) Texas multipass dryers; 
(4) Louisiana round bulk bin and multipass dryers. The lowest aver­
age costs attained by farm dryer groups ranged between $0.34 per 
cwt. at 16,000 cwt. capacity for buildings with bulk bin dryers and 
$0,197 per cwt. at 24,000 cwt. capacity for Louisiana multipass dry­
ers .
Among the commercial dryers, the Louisiana cooperative drying 
and storage cost function was significantly different from that for 
Texas cooperative and all non-cooperative dryers. Louisiana coopera­
tive average costs reached a minimum of $0.36 per cwt. at 100,000 cwt, 
capacity with increasing costs at larger capacities. Texas coopera­
tive and all non-cooperative average costs declined from $0.41 per 
cwt. at 60,000 cwt. capacity to $0,359 per cwt. at 400,000 cwt. ca­
pacity. There was some vldence of cost economies due to increased
xl
capacity in commercial dryers, although the separate cost functions 
attained approximately the same minimum average cost at widely dif­
ferent capacity levels.
On the basis of the average cost curves, farm facilities had 
lower average costs than commercial facilities. However, all farm 
dryers had relatively small capacities ranging only from 4,000 cwt. 
to 45,000 cwt. In contrast, commercial dryers included capacities 
ranging from 60,000 to 400,000 cwt. Thus, the higher average costs 
at commercial firms were for much larger scales of operations. Within 
the farm group, drying and storage costs were minimized in multipass 
facilities with 24,000 cwt. capacity. However, for a drying and 
storage output of approximately 10,000 cwt. round bulk bin dryers 
had the lowest average cost ($0,250 per cwt.).
Comparison of the quality of rice dried and stored in bulk bin 
and multipass systems showed that the type drying system had no sig­
nificant Influence on the rice quality.
xii
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rice production has been a major farming enterprise on the
coastal plains of the Gulf of Mexico since around 1900. This area
extends from southwestern Louisiana to southcentral Texas.  ^ For
the past ten years, Louisiana and Texas have produced 50 per cent of
the total United States rice crop. In 1959, the Louisiana-Texas rice
2
crop was valued at $130 million.
During and after World War II, there were substantial increases 
in United States rice production. The volume of rice produced in­
creased each year until 1955 when producers voted for production con­
trols rather than a reduction in support prices. The 1954 Louisiana 
and Texas production was more than double the 1935-39 average.
As late as 1940, the harvesting of rice was a relatively slow 
and expensive method involving a field crew, binder, and thresher. 
Under this system, the operations required cutting and binding, field 
drying, threshing, sacking, and storage in sacks to await sale or 
processing.
1J. Norman Efferson, The Production and Marketing of Rice (New 
Orleans: The Rice Journal, 1952). This book provided most of the in­
formation on United States rice culture and practice used in the first 
few paragraphs.
^United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Censust 
United States Census of Agriculture, 1959, Vol. 1, Parts 35 and 37, 
Washington, D.C., 1961.
1
2Combine harvesting and bulk handling of grain were introduced 
in the United States in 1920. However, due to high moisture content 
of rice, combines were not feasible for harvesting this crop. At 
the optimum harvesting stage, mature rice on the stalk has about a 
20 per cent moisture content. To obtain maximum efficiency in har­
vesting as well as in handling and storage, a system capable of 
artificially drying large volumes of rice was necessary.
In 1940, successful vertical column multipass rice drying 
systems were developed, resulting in a rapid change to combine har­
vesting and artificial drying in bulk. By 1950, the change over 
was almost complete. Because of increased production, there was an 
ever-increasing demand for artificial drying and bulk storage ser­
vices .
From the beginning almost all of the bulk rice drying facili­
ties were constructed in centralized locations where they would be 
accessible to a large number of producers. Many of these dryers 
were owned by producer cooperatives. Although the drying units were 
capable of drying large volumes of combine harvested rice In bulk, 
most of the existing storage facilities were warehouses for bagged 
rice only. As late as 1949, there was relatively little bulk rice 
storage space available in Louisiana and Texas (Table 1).
In such a situation, producers' marketing decisions were 
severely limited. Almost all commercial bulk storage facilities were 
constructed adjacent to and used in connection with a bulk rice dryer. 
Because the space was needed for receiving and holding in drying
3Table I. Commercial Rough Rice Storage Facilities in Louisiana 
and Texas, 1949 jV
Type of Storage
Item Sacked Bulk Total
1,000
Cwt
1,000
Cwt
1,000
Cwt
Louisiana:
Aggregate Rough Rice 
Storage Capacity 7,046.0 3,366.5 10,412.5
Capacity Available at 
Harvest Time 4,728.0 567. 5 5,295.5
Texas:
Aggregate Rough Rice 
Storage Capacity 5,717.6 3,963.0 9,680.6
Capacity Available at 
Harvest Time 4,535.2 1,111.3 5,646.5
_1 / Comparable figures are not available for succeeding years.
2/ Includes rice mill in addition to drying and storage firm 
capacity.
Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Production 
and Marketing Administration, Grain Branch, Survey 
of Rice Storage and Drying Facilities in Louisiana 
and Texas -- 1949 (Processed), Washington, D.C.,
1949.
operations, rice storage in bulk had to be refused until the latter 
part of the harvest season. The alternatives available to most pro­
ducers were: (1) immediate sale after drying; or (2) Incurring the
relatively high expense of sacks, sacking, and warehouse storage in 
addition to drying charges.
4For example, in 1951, the costs of sacks, sacking, and ware­
house storage was $0.57 per hundredweight (cwt.) in addition to dry­
ing charges. In comparision, bulk storage charges were only $0.28 
per cwt., a savings of $0.29 per cwt. where bulk storage space was 
available. However, the available data indicate that as late as
1951, most of the rice storage facilities in Louisiana and Texas
3
could handle bagged rice only.
Producers had to consider the uncertainty of price fluctuations 
in their decision to sell or store. In the years when there was dif­
ficulty in obtaining storage space, the major portion of each year's 
rice crop was placed on the market almost immediately after harvest.
During the 1947-48 marketing season, 89 
percent of the southern crop was sold to mills
before the end of December, and a similar re­
lationship was evident in the following seasons 
up to 1950.^
From 1947 through 1952, there was a price decline from August 
to September, the major harvesting months. From 1953 through 1955,
the average price was relatively low during both August and September.
In all these years there was a price increase after the harvest sea­
son (Figure 1) .
Beginning about 1948, some rice producers began constructing 
relatively small individual drying and storage facilities on their
3j. Norman Efferson, Boane Hathorn, and Arthur Gerlow, An Eco­
nomic Study of Bough Rice Storage in the Southern States. United States 
Department of Agriculture (U.S.D.A.), Agricultural Marketing Service 
(A.M.S.), in cooperation with Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Sta­
tion, Market Research Report No. 75, November, 1954, pp. 5 and 30.
^J. Norman Efferson, The Production and Marketing of Rice, o£. 
cit., p. 504.
Price 5
per cwt.($)
6.50 .
1947-49
6.00
5. 50
,1950-52
5.00
1953-55V
4.50 TEXAS
Aug. Sep. Oct.Nov. Dec. Jen. Feb. Mer. Apr. May June July
Months
Price 
per cwt.($)
6.50
6.00
1947-49
5.50
1950-52
5.00
1953-554.50
LOUISIANA
Months
Figure 1. Rice: Three-year Average Monthly Prices per Hundred­
weight Received by Texas and Louisiana Farmers, 1947- 
1955.
Source: J. A. Klncannon and G. B. Strong, Prices Received by
Texas Farmers end Index Numbers, 1910-1958, Texes Agri­
cultural Experiment Station, M.P. 410, December, 1959, 
and Lonnie L. Fielder and C. 0. Parker, Price and 
Price Indexes for Louislane Farm Products. 1910-1961. 
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Department 
of Agricultural Economics Circular No. 316, December, 
1962.
6farms. More chan 75 per cent of the farm units erected have a bulk 
bin artificial drying system. This system is fundamentally different 
from the earlier vertical column multipass dryer. The differences 
are discussed in detail in the following section (page 7). Table II 
records the number and capacity of farm drying and storage units in 
Louisiana and Texas by state and year of construction.
Table II. Number of Farm Dryers, Aggregate Storage Capacity and Year
of Construction, Louisiana and Texas, 1948-58.
State
Year Louisiana Texas
Number Storage Capacity Number Storage Capacity
No. 1,000 cwt No. 1,000 cwt
1948 7 171. 7 2 91.2
1949 5 55.9 - -
1950 2 12.2 - -
1951 3 18.1 3 37.6
1952 9 80.5 2 43. 7
1953 14 116.2 7 58.6
1954 29 198.3 12 124.3
1955 21 178.2 21 245.6
1956 12 71.6 17 193.9
1957 7 33.9 12 121.2
1958 6 34.3 10 107.6
Unknown 1/ 5 Unknown 29 Unknown
Total 120 970.9 115 1,023.7
1/ Several owners of farm drying end storage units were either 
not sure of details or unwilling to provide information.
7Characteristics of Rice Drying Equipment
Multipass Dryers
All multipass rice drying systems are designed to dry grain 
in bulk. The multipass drying system consists of a perforated ver­
tical column with a heated-air aeration system to dry the rice as 
it descends the column. To avoid damaging milling quality, moisture 
is removed from the rice in small increments in a series of short 
period passes through the vertical column. After each heated-air pass, 
the rice is transferred by mechanical grain moving equipment to bulk 
storage bins for a 12 to 24 hour tempering period. Since 1955, some 
multipass units have started using unheated aeration of rice in the 
storage bins to speed the drying process. Although bin aeration sys­
tems are used, they are not the primary means of drying.
The multipass drying-tempering procedure continues for 3 to 7 
days or until the rice reaches tha desired moisture content (below 13 
per cent). Each bin of rice dries uniformly because in moving there 
is some mixing within the bin. Also, there is a minimum of manual 
rice moving operations required because storage bins are constructed 
to empty by gravity flow. Figure 2 shows the drying column design for 
the three basic multipass rice dryer models currently in use.
Multipass drying systems are used at all commercial rice drying 
and storage firms as well as at a few of the large farm dryers. Com­
mercial firms are characterized by relatively large facilities. They 
generally charge patrons a fixed fee for rice drying and storage ser­
vices. Multipass farm dryers normally are large enough to dry only
8RI CE
(MOVEMENT
DOWNWARD
A I R
A. Flow Pat'ern - L.S.U, Hlalne Tv
MOVEMENT: 
OUT
RECEIVING BIN
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80R EEN 8 MOVEMENT
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. WARM 
AIR 
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WARM 
AIR S
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MOVEMENT
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Figure 2. Flow Pattern In Drying Column for Basic Models of Multi­
pass Artificial Rice Dryers.
9one or two producers' rice crops. Farm units do not usually engage 
in custom drying and storage.
Stationary Bulk Bln Dryers
The bulk bin rice drying system consists of bulk storage
grain bins in which there is aeration equipment in the floor of each
bin. High moisture rice is dried by air forced through the grain as
it remains stationary on the bin floor. Most bulk bin dryer oper­
ators speed drying by using heaters to warm the air forced through 
the rice. Also, some operators stir the rice manually in each bin 
or move it from one bin to another to speed drying. Aeration con­
tinues until the rice reaches the desired moisture content, usually 
requiring from 21 to 42 days.
Bulk bin dryer operations are characterized by the rice re­
maining stationary during the entire aeration-drying process. The 
rice is dried gradually but not uniformly because moisture removed 
from the rice follows the direction of aeration. This causes slower 
drying in the rice most distant from the source of aeration. Since 
there is usually a minimum of mechanical grain-moving equipment and 
the bins have flat bottoms, extensive manual operations are required 
in moving the rice. Figure 3 shows typical bin construction and 
aeration systems employed in bulk bin dryers.
Bulk bin drying systems are used exclusively at farm units. 
They are of limited size, seldom large enough to handle the rice from 
more than one producer. There is a clear distinction between farm 
bulk bin dryers and commercial dryers because of the differences in:
Figure 3. Typical Buildings and Aeration Systems in Stationary 
Bulk Bln Rice Dryers.
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(1) the primary drying technique, (2) location, and (3) size.
The Problem
Following the increased demand for drying and storage services 
during the 1945 to 1950 period, most commercial firms Increased their 
capacity, especially in bulk storage space. After rice acreage was 
restricted in 1955, there was a decline in demand for drying and 
storage. Many comnercial firms had constructed additional facilities 
which were not needed at the reduced output.
Comnercial rice drying and storage firms represent a relatively 
large Investment in specialized buildings and equipment. In the Loui­
siana and Texas Gulf Coast rice producing area, very little grain 
other than rice is produced. This limits the possibility of alter­
native uses for rice drying and storage facilities. When plant capa­
city is greatly in excess of the volume of drying and storage services 
demanded, the per unit costs of a comnercial firm increase rapidly be­
cause fixed costs remain constant.
Beginning about 1948, some producers constructed their own dry­
ing and storage facilities in order to hold their rice for a price 
increase after harvest. A rice producer normally was able to supply 
enough volume to use all the available capacity at his farm drying unit. 
Thus, Increased farm drying and storage operations compounded the ex­
cess capacity situation at comnercial dryers.
To develop more definite knowledge concerning the cost of pro­
viding drying and storage services, there is a need to compare and
12
contrast the operating costs of rice drying and storage facilities 
that differ in: (1) location -- that is, farm or commercial (cen­
tralized); and (2) drying system -- bulk bin or multipass. Existing 
commercial plant capacity should be fully utilized to reduce costs 
and enable firms to lower charges to producers for drying and stor­
age services. However, looking to the future, there should be 
consideration of possible lower costs through changing rice drying 
and storage plant operations, size, and locations as existing facili­
ties are replaced and/or new plants constructed.
For example, on the whole, commercial firms have the largest 
amount of excess capacity. If, through increased volume, consnercial 
firms could minimize rice drying and storage costs, the rice indus­
try would benefit as charges to producers were reduced in proportion 
to lower costs at large firms in centralized locations. However, if 
farm dryers minimize costs, the rice industry would benefit as drying 
and storage operations were performed at farm locations. Within the 
farm group there would be a cost comparison between drying systems 
because both bulk bin and multipass drying systems are used at farm 
dryers.
Since bulk bln and multipass drying systems are basically dif­
ferent, there is a question whether their rice drying and storage 
services are of equal quality. Regardless of the relative cost ad­
vantages of either drying system, the effect on rice quality should 
be considered in making recommendations. Therefore, there Is also a 
need for a comparison of the quality of rice dried and stored in the 
different drying systems.
This study presents an economic comparison of "in-plant" 
commercial and farm rice drying and storage costs. The evaluation 
will indicate how the maximum volume of drying and storage services 
can be provided for minimum cost. The analysis may not be directly 
applicable to an individual producer facing current commercial char­
ges unless commercial dryers operate at a minimum cost volume and 
lower their charges.
Only "in-plant" operations of rice drying and storage firms 
will be considered in the cost analysis. Neither assembly costs, 
marketing costs, nor processing and transportation costs will be in­
cluded. The objectives of the study are as follows:
1. To determine the most efficient (least cost) output and 
size for rice drying and storage facilities. Farm and commercial 
dryers will be compared in terms of the relationships between cost, 
output, and size to determine the most efficient types of drying and 
storage facility as measured by in-plant operations.
2. To determine the most efficient drying system as size and 
output levels change. Farm bulk bln and multipass systems will be 
compared to determine the least cost drying system for farm size dryers
3. To determine the Influence of cooperative ownership on cen­
tralized, commercial drying and storage facility costs. Cooperative 
and non-cooperative commercial firm costs will be compared.
4. To determine the Influence of the drying and storage system 
on rice quality. A comparison will be made of relative quality change 
in rice samples from bulk bin and multipass drying systems.
14
Formulation of Hypotheses
In research of any kind, the researcher should formulate 
statements as to the tentative relationships that exist in the area 
to be studied. Hypotheses are suggested as possible solutions to a 
problem or answers to a question and are made before any observation 
of the actual situation. The proposed statements may be accepted or 
rejected on the basis of observation and do not indicate any precon­
ceived conclusions by the researcher. Hypotheses act as guidelines 
in research and are oriented to the objectives and goals that the 
researcher hopes to reach in solving a problem or answering a ques­
tion.
The following hypotheses are stated as a basis for testing the 
research results of this study.
1. At the optimum rate of output, multipass rice dryers have 
lower per unit costs than bulk bln dryers. It is expected that as 
volume increases, variable resource Inputs decline relatively faster 
with multipass drying systems than in bulk bin dryers.
2. Increased volume allows centrally located commercial firms 
to become more efficient (minimize per unit costs) in rice drying and 
storage. Therefore, least per unit costs for the rice industry will 
be attained through location of the optimum size comnercial drying 
and storage firms in areas capable of supplying the required volume.
3. Cooperative ownership of commercial rice drying and stor­
age facilities leads to more efficient operations. Cooperative mem­
bers have a share in the returns from the firm. Based on their
15
membership, cooperative rice dryers can estimate the volume of drying 
and storage services that will be demanded. Thus, cooperative owner­
ship should lead to a more exact adjustment of size to output.
4. Volume of rice dried and stored and excess drying and 
storage capacity will be significant variables Influencing the oper­
ating cost of rice dryers.
5. The drying and storage services produced by bulk bin and 
multipass systems are of equal quality. Although the quality of rice 
being dried and stored may vary, both systems can maintain that quality.
Previous Work
From a review of previous work, the area for additional re­
search can be more sharply defined. In recent years, several publica­
tions have dealt with various aspects of the problems surrounding rice 
drying and storage. However, these studies have not fully answered 
some of the questions concerning the least cost combination of factors 
for the drying and storage function.
A fairly general study was made in the Southern rice states dur­
ing 1951-52 by Efferson, Hathorn, and Gerlow.^ The study was an evalu­
ation of the ownership, cost, and availability of rice storage facilities 
in Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas. Wide variation in these factors was 
observed between states as well as in practices employed and quality of 
the product. Although the study Included both connerclal and farm
^J. Norman Efferson, Roane Hathom, and Arthur Gerlow, oj>. cit.
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drying and storage facilities, the findings may serve only as a 
reference point because several changes have been made in methods 
and facilities since 1951.
In 1955, Moore and Whitney of the Texas Agricultural Experi­
ment Station reported on factors influencing the optimum time to 
sell rice during the marketing year.^ The study pointed up the 
relationship between seasonal movement of the average price and the 
cost to the farmer of holding his crop In commercial storage facili­
ties for late season sale. Profits would have occurred in seven or 
nine years of the ten-year period, 1946 to 1955, depending on the 
months Included in the storage period (e.g. -- stored in August or 
September, sold in December, January, or February). Charges current 
at that time for commercial drying and storage services were used in 
the analysis, and no costs were developed for commercial drying and 
storage operations.
Hildreth and Sorenson, also of the Texas Station, considered 
which of two available alternatives would maximize income to producers 
in selling rlce.^ Alternatives considered wefe as follows: (1) im­
mediate sale after drying at a commercial dryer; and (2) sale in Feb­
ruary after farm drying and storage. Cost data obtained in 1955 and 
1956 from several farm drying and storage units were used along with
^Clarence A. Moore and Howard S. Whitney, Seaaonal Price Changes 
and Commercial Storage Coats of Rice, Texas Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Bulletin 848, February, 1957.
^R. J. Hildreth and J. W. Sorenson, Jr., On-Farm Drying and Stor­
age of Rice In Texas, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 
865, July, 1957.
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engineering estimates. Both overhead and operating costs were in­
cluded in the farm dryer costs.
Farm drying and storage costs were found to be higher than the 
prevailing charges for commercial drying. However, it was demonstrated 
that a rice producer could maximize returns by owning a farm drying 
and storage unit and selling his crop in February after the seasonal 
price increase. Average monthly prices for rough rice over a ten-year 
period (1946-1955) were used. Periodic rice samples taken from farm 
drying and storage units during the storage period indicated that 
rice quality was maintained in terms of grade and milling yield.
In all the major rice producing states, the agricultural experi­
ment stations have conducted research on structural and aeration equip-
8
ment requirements for both bulk bin and multipass rice drying systems. 
All studies have agreed that both drying systems are satisfactory under 
certain conditions. However, several limitations have been given with 
reconmendations for bulk bin dryers.
®H. T. Barr, F. T. Wratten, W. D. Poole, and R. P. Walker, Recom­
mendations for Bin Drying and Storage of Rough Rice in Louisiana, Loui­
siana Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural Engineering Depart­
ment Circular No. 18, April, 1955.
David L. Calderwood and Reed S. Hutchison, Drying Rice in Heated 
Air Dryers with Aeration as a Supplemental Treatment. U.S.D.A., A.M.S., 
Transportation and Facilities Research Division In cooperation with 
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Marketing Research Report No. 508, 
November, 1961.
Xzln MeNeal, Effects of Drying Technique and Temperature on Head 
Rice Yields. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 640, 
April, 1961.
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For example, with bulk bin drying, harvesting is not recom­
mended when the rice moisture content is above 20 per cent. Also, 
bin aeration alone will not prevent quality loss if rice above 16 
per cent moisture content is held longer than 10 days in a bulk stor­
age bin. Because moisture removed from rice follows the direction of 
aeration, bulk bin dryers are also limited in the depth of rice for 
drying in each bin. Rice most distant from the source of aeration 
tends to absorb from the air flow moisture removed from grains nearer 
the source. Thus, at a bulk bin dryer, rice within a single bin can 
have several levels of moisture content. Eight feet of rice is the 
maximum depth reconmended for bulk bln drying.
CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR COST ANALYSIS1
Cost analysis essentially depends on the principles of produc­
tion. The relationship between cost and output for a productive pro­
cess is based on the rate at which inputs are converted into output -- 
the production function. Production costs are money outlays for 
resources used in the productive process.
The Production Function
For illustration, a production function for a single, homogen­
ous product shows the principles Involved. The production function 
is an expression of the relationship in physical units between inputs 
of resources and output of goods and services. It is a relationship 
describing the maximum output (X) at each level of input services 
(a,b,c,...) per unit of time. An example would be the maximum volume 
of rice that can be dried with a given size dryer and a given level 
of input resources (labor, electricity, fuel, etc.).
Volume of output depends on the quantities and qualities of 
input resources and the proportions or combinations in which they are
^^Richard H. Leftwlch, £h£ Frlce System and Resource Allocation 
(3rd Edition; New York: Rinehart li Co., Inc., November, 1958), Chap­
ters VII and VIII. This discussion is based on principles outlined 
in these chapters.
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used. There are unlimited resource combinations that could be used 
to produce a given level of output if all resources were variable. 
However, among the resources that constitute inputs for a given pro­
ductive process, there are two kinds: (1) variable or resources
that vary with output; and (2) fixed or resources that do not vary 
with the amount of output. Examples of variable inputs are labor, 
electricity, and natural gas for heat. Examples of fixed inputs 
are buildings and equipment adapted for the productive process.
In illustrating a production function for rice drying and 
storage facilities, a given size building with given equipment is 
the fixed resource. The relationship can be reduced to one vari­
able resource applied to the fixed resource by combining variable 
inputs in a fixed proportion. For example, definite amounts of labor, 
electricity, fuel, etc., are combined to form a resource "bundle."
By assuming that only units of the variable resource bundle are ap­
plied to the fixed resource, the response in output to increased 
inputs can be clearly demonstrated.
The production function relationship between input and output 
is shown graphically in Figure 4 with input measured horizontally and 
output vertically. At least one input factor is assumed fixed at a 
given amount for the length of the production period. Other input 
factors are assumed homogenous and infinitely variable in a fixed 
proportion or "bundle" of resources. All influences exogenous to the 
fixed and variable inputs are assumed constant (ceteris paribus).
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Figure 4. A Production Function with the Three 
Stages of Production.
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As the amount of variable input is increased, output increases, 
first at an increasing rate. But as more and more variable input is 
applied to the fixed factor, the rate of increase in output decreases, 
finally reaching zero and then becoming negative. As a variable input 
factor is applied to a fixed factor beyond the area of increasing re­
turns , the diminishing output response is evidence of the "law of 
diminishing returns."
In Figure 4, the total product curve (TP) shows the maximum 
output for each given amount of variable input applied to the fixed 
input. The average product curve (AP) and marginal product curve 
(MP) are derived from the TP curve. At any point AP equals TP divided 
by the amount of variable input, while MP equals the addition to TP 
made by the last increment in variable input. Geometrically, AP at 
any point equals the slope of a line from the origin that cuts the 
TP curve at that point. MP at any point equals the slope of a line 
drawn tangent to the TP curve at that point; or at any point MP equals 
the slope of the TP curve. A similar relationship of physical returns 
to the fixed factor could be constructed holding the variable factor
constant at one unit and applying the fixed factor in fractional in-
„ 2 crements.
Figure 4 delineates the production function into three stages 
as follows:
2Ibid., p. 117.
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(1) Stage I - each increment of variable factor adds more 
than any previous up to the inflection point where MP is maximum;
AP continues to increase until MP equals AP.
(2) Stage II - each increment in the variable factor adds to 
total product but in smaller and smaller amounts, as MP and AP are 
declining, until MP reaches zero and TP a maximum.
(3) Stage III - each increment in variable factor reduces TP,
i.e., MP is negative.
Stage I is an irrational area of production because AP is in­
creasing and MP is greater than AP. For example, an increasing AP 
could result from an increasing rate of output per worker as more 
men are hired; i.e., the efficiency of all workers is Increased as 
more are added. In Stage I the amount of variable factor is too
small to utilize fully the fixed factor. Thus, any factor would be
increased as long as an increment adds more to output chan the aver­
age of previous ones.
Production in Stage II shows AP decreasing from a maximum 
and MP less than AP. MP is still positive in Stage II as is evi­
denced by TP Increasing to a maximum. When considering both fixed 
and variable resources, Stage II is the area of greatest output per 
unit of Input, or greatest efficiency. At the entry to Stage II AP 
is at a maximum, which Indicates that output per variable unit is 
maximized. Also, TP reaches a maximum at the exit of Stage II, where 
output per unit of the fixed factor is greatest.
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Production combinations in Stage III are irrational because 
MP is negative and TP declining. By adding more variable factors, 
total output decreases, and the rate of output per unit of input 
decreases on both variable and fixed factors. Production would 
never be rationally attempted when additional outlays made on vari­
able resources decreased rather than increased production.
Operating and output rates at rice drying and storage facili­
ties can be varied sufficiently to permit the approximation of a 
classical production function as displayed in Figure 4. In multipass 
dryers the rate of flow of green or partially dried rice can be varied 
with a resulting change in the rate of drying. Also, the air temper­
ature in aeration can be varied Inversely with grain flow rate to 
speed drying. After the rice moisture content has been reduced in 
one or two passes, the length of time between passes can be varied 
within limits.
For stationary bulk bln rice drying, the rate of output can be 
varied by increasing the rate of aeration or air temperature and mov­
ing the grain between bins. When a rice drying facility is operating 
at maximum output as defined by equipment capacity and moisture-aera­
tion requirements, diminishing returns could occur, however, if at­
tempts to further Increase output decrease quality of the product and/or 
result in poor coordination of drying operations.
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The Cost Function
Short Run Costs
The shape and slope of the cost-output relationship Is de­
termined by the input-output relationship (the production function).
By placing a monetary value on the input factors, a cost function 
can be derived from the production function. Such a relationship 
between output and total cost is shown in Figure 5a with output meas­
ured horizontally and cost vertically. The cost of the constant or 
fixed productive inputs which cannot be varied in the time period 
under consideration is measured from the origin to the point where 
the total cost function (TC) intersects the vertical axis. Total 
variable cost (TVC) originates at zero because variable costs are 
not incurred until the variable factor is applied.
As the variable input application is increased on the fixed 
factor, cost and output vary in a fashion corresponding to the produc­
tion function. Average variable cost (AVC) and marginal cost (MC) 
curves are derived from the TVC function in like manner as AP and MP 
were derived from the TP function (Figure 5b). Average fixed cost 
(AFC) at any level of output is the total cost of the fixed factor 
divided by the output level. AFC declines as long as output increases 
because there are more units of output over which fixed costs may be 
spread.
In Figure 6 , productive function stages are related to MC and 
AVC, the cost curves per unit of output derived from the total variable
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cost function. The minimum points on the marginal and average vari­
able cost curves correspond to the maximums of the marginal and 
average product curves. The rational area of production, Stage II, 
begins as MC equals AVC and ends where MC becomes vertical.
The exact point of production in Stage II depends on the 
price received when selling the output and the cost of the variable 
input factor. The level of output is set where MC intersects a line 
representing the price received for the output. In Stage II, the 
variable factor will be increased as long as the increase in revenue 
(Marginal Revenue or increase in output times product price) is 
greater than the increase in cost. The level of production where MC 
equals MR maximizes returns to the variable resource input.
Demand or average revenue (AR) and marginal revenue (MR) are 
also shown in Figure 6 . The output level is determined where MR 
equals MC (output X). Under perfect competition (Figure 6), AR and 
MR are the same and equal to price (P).
Long Run Costs
Per unit cost curves in Figure 6 are short run cost curves 
showing the cost-output relationship for a given amount of fixed re­
source or for a given plant size. In a time period long enough for 
plant size to ba changed, plants of various sizes may be built. Each 
plant size will have a different cost-output relationship as the vari­
able factor is applied, up to maximum output.
As plant size changes, the economy of scale curve or the long 
run average cost (LRAC) curve is an envelope curve formed by the
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segments of short run average cost (SRAC) curves of plants that are 
least cost for a given output. If the size of plant has an influ­
ence on costs, there could be a relation similar to Figure 7. In 
Figure 7, each larger plant shows a lower minimum cost per unit of 
output up to a point beyond which minimum average cost points for 
larger plants increase. The long run average cost curve does not 
connect the minimum average cost points of each plant size because 
in all cases but one as output increases, costs are minimized by 
building a larger plant. Long run minimum cost per unit of output 
are realized only at one output and one plant size, which are defined 
as optimum output and optimum scale of plant (output X, Figure 7).
Application to Rice Dryers
In an economic cost study, the source of operating cost ob­
servations determines whether the cost function developed is long 
run or short run. A short run cost function could be traced out by 
observations over many accounting periods from one firm of a given 
size, when size of plant did not change. A long run cost function 
could be determined by costs from an industry cross-section of firms 
ranging widely in size. A long run function is developed in this 
study because the purposes were to determine: (1) the relative
efficiencies of the different rice drying and storage systems; and
(2) the relation of costs to plant size or scale.
By developing a long run average cost curve for each type of 
rice dryer, it can be demonstrated what type and what plant size can
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attain the lowest possible cost at a given volume of output. It 
would benefit the rice industry to know the least cost combination 
of type and size rice drying facility. It would also be of benefit 
to know what size Is optimum for any given type.
Relative efficiency is measured by the rate of output of rice 
drying and storage services for a given input of resources. Assuming 
that costs accurately reflect the quantities of resources used in 
different drying and storage systems, cost of operation will reflect 
the relative efficiency of performing the rice drying and storage 
function. Therefore, minimum cost of operation for any particular 
level of output will be assumed to indicate the most efficient sys­
tem of drying rice.
Since all factors are variable in the long run, cost of fixed 
facilities will influence the slope of economy of scale curve depend­
ing on whether the per unit cost of fixed facilities increases, de­
creases, or is constant as size increases. In comparing different 
rice drying and storage facility types, both fixed and variable cost 
of operation will be Included.
Economic Framework
An economic framework of perfect competition will be used to
compare the efficiencies of the various rice drying systems. The
postulates of perfect competition as described by Leftwich are as 
3
follows:
3Ibid.. pp. 24-25.
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1. Each buyer or seller in. the economy is so small in rela­
tion to the entire market that he cannot influence the price of 
whatever he buys or sells.
2. No artificial restrictions are placed on the demand, sup­
plies, or price of goods and services.
3. Mobility of goods and services and resources exist in 
the economy in that new firms are free to enter and resources are 
free to move.
4. All economic units possess complete knowledge of the econ­
omy ,
Encompassing the above listed requisites, the perfect market
is proposed by Shepherd as a standard for analyzing marketing prob- 
4
lems. Using the perfect market as a model, comparison can be made 
between the existing rice drying and storage facilities to determine 
their relative efficiency. It is recognized that actual conditions 
will not conform to the perfect market concept. However, the perfect 
market provides a measuring stick by which to judge the relative per­
formance of the drying and Btorage systems to be compared.
Marketing problems in rice drying and storage involve minimiz­
ing the cost of creating time, form, and place utilities.^ Form 
utility is Involved when green rice must be dried, whether to be sold 
Immediately for milling and storage as milled rice or to be stored as
^Geoffrey S. Shepherd, Marketing Farm Products (3rd Edition; 
Ames, Iowa: The Iowa State College Press, 1935), pp. 15-31.
5Ibid., p. 27.
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rough rice for sale at a later date. Time utility is involved when 
rough rice is stored before further processing. Since in-plant op­
erations of a rice drying and storage firm do not include moving the 
grain between storage points, place utility is not considered in this 
analysis.
In a perfect market, drying and storage plants would have per­
fect adjustment of volume to size to result in minimum resource al­
location per unit of rice handled in any given plant. Any problems 
such as under-utilization of existing facilities would be eliminated. 
With resources free to move and each firm having complete knowledge, 
the size of plants constructed would be those that could give the 
lowest possible per unit costs.
The price, demand, and cost relationship was portrayed for a 
perfectly competitive market model in Figure 6 . With perfect com­
petition, price for the product or service is established and main­
tained at the lowest per unit cost as shown in Figure 6. Demand is 
a horizontal line because no one buyer or seller can Influence the 
price. The marginal cost, marginal revenue, price, and output equi­
librium is maintained at the point of least per unit cost because 
resources are free to move to higher prices and returns while firms 
have complete knowledge to minimize costs.
Since the actual market does not conform exactly to the per­
fect market model, the volume and size relationship at existing rice 
drying and storage firms may not be in perfect adjustment to minimize 
per unit cost within any given fixed plant. Also, the existing plant
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sizes may be smaller chan, equal to, or larger Chan the size that 
would have the lowest possible per unit cost given sufficient vol­
ume. Since the economy of scale curve shows the relationship of 
plant size and per unit costs, determination of the economy of 
scale curve will indicate the size plant that would minimize cost 
for any output.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY 
Methods of Cost Measurement
The approach to cost measurement is governed by the research 
objectives, available personnel, and supporting funds. The precision 
required in a cost measurement approach often depends on whether the 
research objectives are broad or specific. In deciding on an approach, 
consideration should be given to available personnel in terms of num­
ber of trained workers in proportion to length of the observation 
period as well as the number of observations and geographic area to 
be covered. Often an overriding factor is the amount of funds to sup­
port the research program, especially when a large number of workers 
or extensive equipment will be needed.
Two frequently used methods of measuring plant operating cost 
are the synthetic and the statistical. Each method has advantages 
and disadvantages. The following discussion will present and compare 
some of the merits of each method and will explain the choice for this 
study.
Synthetic
In synthetic cost measurement, economic principles are applied 
to the engineering data of plant operations. For analysis an entire
35
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plant process is divided into separate operations or stages. In a 
given plant process, each stage (operation) is analyzed individually 
to determine an input-output rate. Based on observations of the 
stages in several plants, the input-output rates are determined from 
those which produce the maximum output per unit of input. The tech­
nique and arrangement of productive factors are observed in each stage 
to determine if there are ways of reducing the variable inputs to a 
more efficient level. However, the stage input-output rates that 
are used in the synthetic plant must be from among those that could 
be maintained under usual operating conditions and good management.
When a standardized input-output rate is determined for vari­
able inputs in each stage in a given organization of plant, stage 
costs can be developed by assigning prices to the variable resources 
used. Total cost is the sum of all stage costs plus the cost of 
plant and equipment. The short run per unit cost curve declines up 
to the maximum output (capacity) for the plant as fixed costs are 
spread over more product units. However, at capacity the short run 
average cost curves become discontinuous because output cannot be 
increased. Synthetic plant cost curves fail to show increasing costs 
because variable input-output rates are assumed to be constant at all 
potential outputs for a given plant size.*
*B. C. French, L. L Sammet, and R. G. Bressler, "Economic 
Efficiency In Plant Operations with Special Reference to the Market­
ing of California Pears." Hllgardla, Vol. XXIV, No. 19 (July, 1936), 
pp. 543-721. This study contains an excellent discussion of the theory 
and technique of synthetic cost estimation.
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By using different size synthetic plants, the economy of 
scale curve can be determined. Some modification of economic theory 
is necessary, however, because the short run cost curve for each 
plant size declines up to maximum output and the economy of scale 
curve connects the minimum points. However, since the input-output 
rates were developed from reasonably efficient plants, synthetic 
plant cost curves define the economy of scale curve at or near the 
minimum cost point for each level of output.
Although synthetic cost measurement is relatively exact,
there are some limitations. French, Sammet, and Bressler mention
the difficulties in generalizing from a few, short period observations
and in obtaining consistent measures of performance plus the need for
2
engineering training. Black points out that neither synthetic cost 
measurement nor any other method has solved the problem of arbitrary 
allocation of joint and overhead costs. Also, the synthetic approach 
does not eliminate per unit cost variations due to the length of sea­
son defined for a seasonal operation. Moreover, difficulties of co­
ordination between plant stages may not be revealed by synthetic cost 
measurement.^
Meyer indicates the direct (synthetic) approach to costing is 
more complete and less subject to errors because it is based on the 
underlying engineering and price data. However, the synthetic approach
2Ibid., p. 381.
^Guy Black, "Synthetic Methods of Cost Analysis In Agricultural
Marketing Firms,11 Journal of Farm Economics. Vol. XXXVII (May, 1955),
p. 270.
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assumes that the production operation is well controlled so that
cause and effect can be observed directly as output and cost change.
This is a rather strong assumption because operations would have to
be fairly well controlled as in an experiment for direct observation
of cause and effect. Since controlled experiments of this type are
complicated and expensive, it is preferable to use the synthetic
cost measurement approach only when the control assumptions are 
4
fairly well met. Also, in all the above cited discussions of syn­
thetic cost measurement, it is observed that synthetic studies re­
quire relatively large expenditures of research funds and effort.
Statistical
The statistical approach to cost measurement consists of ob­
taining accounting records of total operating costs and volume of 
output from existing firms. Cost and volume data should be as accur­
ate as possible and be restricted to a given period of time. Finns 
observed should be selected so that the level of output will vary 
widely.
For this approach to cost measurement, data are usually ob­
tained from a cross-section sample of firms performing functions which
are identical as nearly as possible. The universe of firms to be 
sampled is normally defined in terms of concentration of similar firms
^J. R. Meyer, "Some Methodological Aspects of Statistical Cost­
ing as Illustrated by Determination of Railroad Passenger Costs," Amer 
lean Economic Reviewi Vol. XLVIII, Proceedings (May, 1958), p. 209.
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or by state or regional boundary. If previous firm output estimates 
are available, the universe should be stratified by output before 
the sample is drawn to insure that a proportionate number of firms 
from several different levels of output would be included. Using 
as observations the total operating cost from each sample firm, a 
regression equation is fitted to the data to estimate the long run 
total cost curve.
The statistical method of cost measurement is relatively 
simple, requiring a smaller expenditure of research funds and effort. 
Another advantage is that the results can be statistically tested 
with a probability estimate of accuracy. Although not completely 
consistent with the theoretical economy of scale curve, a regression 
of accounting costs on volume can provide a useful estimate of the 
general relationship of plant size to per unit cost.
There are some fairly serious limitations to statistically 
derived cost curves. Erdman points out that a cross-section sample 
of firm accounting records for any one year or season probably would 
catch many firms in a maladjustment of volume and size (or plant ca­
pacity). Variations in per unit costs between plants could be due 
to changes in volume within a given plant or changes in plant size.
A regression (an average relationship) would probably not accurately 
define the long run cost curve.^ Also, Bressler states that a cost 
volume regression: (1) shows an average somewhere above the minimum
^H. E. Erdman, "Interpretation of Variation in Cost Data for a 
Group of Individual Firms," Journal of Farm Economics. Vol. XXVI (May, 
1944), p. 388.
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cost level; and (2) combines cost changes due to more complete use 
of a given size plant with cost changes due to a variation in plant 
size.^
Other limitations relative to the basic data in a statisti­
cal cost study are as follows: (1) accounting records alone do not
reveal information on the plant operations; (2) arbitrary allocations 
and valuations may be contained in the plant records which would re­
duce their reliability as measures of efficiency; (3) the combination 
of techniques by even the lowest cost firm may not be the most effi­
cient.^ Only when plant size and output are perfectly correlated 
would a regression of accounting record costs on volume of output 
accurately estimate the economy of scale for a given type plant. It 
is almost universally agreed that only a vague approximation of the 
true economy of scale curve is made when regression estimates of cost 
curves are based on firm records without some modification.
In a fairly recent article, Stollstelmer, Bressler, and Boles 
suggested that graphic analysis cost curves more closely approximate 
the true economy of scale curve because they can be fitted as an 
envelope to the lowest cost points of firms grouped by similar capa-
O
city. By way of contrast, several alternative regression models were
^R. G. Bressler, "Research Determination of Economies of Scale," 
Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. XXVII (August, 1945), p. 525.
^B. C. French, L. L. Sammet, and R. G. Bressler, o£. cit. , p. 581.
g
J. F. Stollsteimer, R. G. Bressler, and J N. Boles, "Cost Func­
tions from Cross Section Data -- Fact or Fantasy." Agricultural Econom­
ics Research. Vol. XIII (July, 1961), p. 79. Empirical data were ob­
tained from Richard Phillips, "Rmp&rlcal Estimates of Cost Functions 
for Mixed Feed Mills in the Mid-west," Agricultural Economics Research. 
Vol. VIII (January, 1956), pp. 1-8.
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used on a group of empirical cost observations adjusted by a measure 
of excess capacity. Several different, heterogenous cost functions 
were developed, all of which explained a statistically significant 
amount of the observed variation. All of the regression models 
could have been developed on logical grounds and accepted as showing 
a "good fit" to the data. The report indicated that by specifying 
different regression equations for cross-section cost data, the re­
sulting cost functions could be confusing and contradictory. It 
might also be noted that many different graphic cost curves could be 
fitted as an envelope at or near the bottom scatter of cost points 
for any capacity strata of plants.
Meyer states that the statistical approach is justified when 
control assumptions are not well satisfied to permit direct observa­
tion of cause and effect as output and cost change. Statistical cost 
measurement is a potentially efficient method of establishing cost 
functions, especially in poorly controlled situations where a synthetic 
study would be very costly. Also, statistical and synthetic approaches
to cost measurement are not necessarily mutually exclusive or lncom- 
9
patible. When research objectives of a cost study are broad and seek 
only the general economies of scale, a combination of firm total cost 
data and basic engineering observation should result in a satisfactory 
approximation of the economy of scale curve.
9
J. R. Meyer, op. cit.
^B. C. French, ej: j»l. , o£. cit. , p. 709.
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Selection of a Cost Measurement Method
Because of fairly broad research objectives and the difficul­
ties of controlling rice dryer operations for direct observation of 
cause and effect, costs were measured by the statistical approach 
with some modification. Rice drying operations vary in the rate at 
which green rice is converted to a salable or storable product de­
pending on the moisture content of the rice, volume of rice on hand, 
volume of receipts, and available space. Therefore, the control as­
sumptions of a synthetic study would be very difficult to fulfill.
A statistical cost measurement approach was justified by both lack 
of controlled conditions and lower required expenditure.
In this study accounting records of costs were used with the 
aid of general engineering observations to develop the economy of 
scale curve for rice drying and storage facilities. Accounting costs 
were modified mainly in the area of fixed costs before they were used 
as dependent variable observations in a regression equation. Depre­
ciation and interest charges were standardized, based on durability 
of buildings and investment, respectively. However, further adjust­
ments were needed to move the firm along its short run cost curve to 
the point of least per unit cost.
By means of a multiple regression model, Including output and 
a measure of excess capacity for each firm, as independent variables, 
the effect of Idle capacity on production costs was estimated. Capa­
city was defined as maximum firm output measured from engineering
specifications of major equipment capabilities within a given length 
season and harvesting distribution. Using total costs as the de­
pendent variable with reported output and excess capacity (potential 
output less actual output) as independent variables, a multiple re­
gression equation estimates total cost at maximum output. The model 
assumes that variable costs increase at a constant rate with output 
up to maximum output. An average cost curve, or the economy of 
scale derived from this model, would pass through the least cost 
points of the sample firms. In this respect the theory of the long 
run average cost curve is violated.^
Although capacity and excess capacity are difficult to define, 
it is logical to include both in a regression equation. Regressions 
of output on unadjusted accounting cost data may confuse cost varia­
tion due to volume changes in a given size plant and changes in 
plant size. In adjusting the total cost and volume observations to 
full capacity, firms are on a more comparable basis. Even though the 
assumption of constant variable costs violates the postulate of in­
creasing marginal costs, as maximum output is approached, it is felt 
that more is gained than lost. Projecting the relationship in terms 
of total cost and volume avoids the danger of spurious correlation
between average cost and volume since average cost is total cost di-
12vlded by volume.
^Richard Phillips, "Empirical Estimates of Cost Functions for 
Mixed Feed Mills in the Mid-West," Agricultural Economics Research.
Vol. VIII (January, 1956), pp. 1-4. This article gives a full descrip­
tion of the theory and application of the statistical technique being 
used.
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A Statistical Cost Model
Cost curves fitted by regression are necessarily average re­
lationships. The least squares regression function gives a line of 
best fit in that it minimizes the unexplained sum of squared devia­
tions of observation points above and below the line. Least squares 
regressions provide the best average description of co-variation be­
tween the dependent and independent variables included.
Johnston has developed an excellent approach to the statis­
tical methodology for estimating and testing cost functions. The
13following paragraphs are based primarily on his work.
Statistical cost functions consist of total costs (y) dependent 
on explanatory factors such as output (x) and capacity (z). By in­
troducing a disturbance or error term (u), the relationship takes on 
variation that can be associated with a probability distribution as 
follows:
Y - f(X,Z U)
A stochastic nature or a probabilistic distribution is logical for 
cost determination because almost all events occur in a fashion that 
can be fit into a framework of probability for estimating the occur­
rence of future events.
There are three assumptions that must be fulfilled for strict 
validity of the regression estimates of a cost-output relationship.
1 1
J. Johnston, Statistical Cost Analysis (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1960), pp. 26-43.
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All chese assumptions of least squares analysis concern the error or 
disturbance terms and the probability distribution of actual individ­
ual observations about the corresponding estimated regression func­
tion. Individual firm cost observations are assumed to be distributed 
about the regression estimates as follows:
1. Discrepancies conform to a normal distribution with mean 
zero and are Independent of one another so that small cost deviations 
occur most often. A large deviation in one direction does not create 
an expectation for others in the same direction.
2. The probability of a deviation of any size is independent 
of the level of explanatory variables, and the probability distribu­
tion of deviations is constant along the whole cost function (homo- 
scedastlcity).
3. Cost discrepancies are distributed independently of explan­
atory variables in that high values should not be associated with only 
positive discrepancies (disturbance terms Independent of explanatory 
variables).
In an evaluation of the assumptions of least squares analysis, 
their relative implications can be considered. Departures from nor­
mality do not greatly damage the validity of least squares. The 
homoscedasclty assumption is important but difficult to test because 
there is usually only one observation at each output level.
Of primary importance is the assumption that the disturbance 
term associated with the cost observations is distributed Independent 
of the explanatory variables. By spelling out the economic decision
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model that is presumed to have generated the observations, it should 
be possible to determine whether or not the disturbance terms are 
independently distributed.
Using a perfectly competitive model for rice drying and 
storage firms, discrete periods of one year will be considered. Pro­
duction plans would be prepared for each year, considering current 
conditions and expectations. The following model develops the out­
put determination process for an individual rice drying and storage 
firm.
P>' ■ market price for drying and storage service in pre­
vious period
P ■ market price expected to rule in the coming period
P' = P
X ■ output in coming period
Z “ capacity in coming period 
T.C. - total cost in coming period 
M.C. * marginal cost 
U & V - disturbance terms
T.C. - Bq + Bi X + B2 X2 + B3Z + ... + U
"U" in the cost function implies that costs may vary in a ran­
dom fashion. By equating P with M.C., the output level X can be set 
at the point to maximize profit. M.C. equals the derivative of T.C. 
with respect to X.
If P - M.C. , then P - Bj + 2B2X; dividing both sides of the equation 
by 2B2.
x2B2 2B2
subtract B1 from both sides: X - P  - B1
2B2 2B2 2B2
Consolidating terms: X ■ -n—  (P-B,)2d 2^ ^
X “ planned output
Since the firm is not likely to reach exactly the desired out­
put, a disturbance term (V) is added to the output determination equa 
tion.
x ' is: (?‘Bl) + v
If "U" in the cost function is randomly distributed with zero 
mean and a constant variance independent of explanatory variables X,
Z......  least squares may be used in valid estimation of the param­
eters of the cost functions. Multiplying the cost disturbance term 
(U) by both sides of the output determination equation, the result is
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Since the expected value of a constant is the constant, 1 (P-Bi)
2B2
remains the same when the expected value of the equation is taken.
EUX - 1 (P-Bp EU + EUV
Because the distribution of "U" has a zero mean, the expected value 
of "U" times a constant goes to zero. Therefore:
EUX - EUV
"U" is independent of "X" if "U" is independent of "V". Thus, the 
validity of a cost function estimated by least squares depends on 
independence of the disturbance terms in the cost function and the 
output determination function.
For rice drying and storage firms, random disturbance influ­
ences on costs are generally independent of the output disturbance 
factors. For example, factors that would disturb the level of ac­
tual output from planned output of rice drying and storage services 
would include the following: a poor yield from local planted acre­
age, poor harvesting weather, and more numerous competitive facili­
ties. Factors causing a large disturbance from planned cost outlay 
would be more of a random nature such as an excess of repairs or 
sickness among employees. A major equipment breakdown during the 
peak of the harvest season would reduce output below the expected 
level and abnoraially increase cost. The disturbance terms would 
not be independent in such an instance. However, when the disturb­
ance terms "U" and "V" are mutually independent, least squares gives
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maximum likelihood estimates of cost function parameters.
By considering the stochastic elements, regression equations 
estimate cost curves in terms of probability distributions. These 
expected cost curves would seem to be most applicable to decision 
making because it is also recognized that the output level has a 
probabilistic nature. Thus, a statistically derived cost curve 
should be very useful to the rice drying and storage industry when 
used as a guide and the implications of probability are recognized.^ 
By including excess capacity as a second explanatory variable, 
a multiple regression equation based on cross-section data should 
closely approximate the long run cost function. In estimating a 
cost function, the above method adjusts each cost observation to 
maximum output and violates the tangency postulate of theory as 
defining a long run curve. However, when the stochastic nature of 
output and cost are considered, a statistical cost curve of this type 
would be operationally significant for rice drying and storage firms.
When a cost-output relationship is estimated by regression 
analysis, each coat value is predicted within a confidence interval. 
Based on the level of probability, the confidence interval gives the 
range in which observed costs could be expected to vary above and 
below the predicted value. The interval of possible variation grows
^A. A. Walters, "Expectations and the Regression Fallacy in 
Estimating Cost Function," Review of Economics and Statistics. Vol. 
XLII (May, 1960), p. 210.
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larger the farther the predicted cost value is from the point where 
the means of the variables coincide. Thus, the position of a pre­
dicted cost value relative to the means of the variables must be 
considered in interpreting a cost function estimated by regression 
analysis.^
^Bernard Ostle, Statistics in Research (Ames, Iowa: The
Iowa College Press, 1958), pp. 148-150.
CHAPTER IV
PROCEDURE
Sampling
Determining the Population
A preliminary list of names and addresses of farm dryer owners 
was developed by correspondence with county and parish agricultural 
agent offices in the rice area concerned. A mail questionnaire was 
sent to each person on the list asking for information on size of 
the facility, volume of rice handled, year of construction, and ori­
ginal cost. Non-respondents were contacted personally by a Loui­
siana State University Agricultural Experiment Station representative.
After the personal contacts with non-respondents, the farm dry­
ing and storage facility list was compared with and augmented by local 
Agricultural Stabilization Comnlttee records of loans made against 
rice in farm storage units. The liBt was then considered a current 
and complete representation of the farm drying and storage facility 
population in Louisiana and Texas. The total number of farm units 
was 235.
A current list of commercial rice drying and storage facili­
ties is published each year in the June (Annual) Issue, The Rice 
Journal, New Orleans, Louisiana. The list includes Information on
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the name and address of the dryer. Sometimes the manager's name 
and rice storage space are given. It was felt that the list was a 
complete tabulation of the commercial dryer population and that the 
information provided was adequate for drawing a sample In Louisiana 
and Texas. The total number of commercial dryers was 150.
Estimating the Sample Size
Based on previous rice drying and storage cost studies, esti­
mates were made of expected variation (or standard deviation) that
1 2would be observed in the operating costs of farm, commercial, and 
total rice dryers. These standard deviations measured variation in 
terms of "expected" deviation of an individual observation from the 
population average or mean. By considering the probability distribu­
tion formed by individual observations about the mean a sample size 
was determined to give the desired level of confidence in the results.
Standard deviations estimated from earlier cost studies were 
as follows:
On-farm Commercial Total
- - - - - -  Dollars - - - - -
Louisiana 0.4 0.2
Texas 0.4 0.2
Total 0.4 0.2 0.4
1r . J. Hildreth and J. W. Sorenson, Jr., On-Farm Drying and 
Storage of Rice in Texas. Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bul­
letin 865, July, 1957.
^J. Norman Efferaon, Roane Hat ho m e , and Arthur Gerlow, An 
Economic Study of Bough Rice Storage in the Southern Statea. U.S.D.A., 
A.M.S., in cooperation with Louieiana Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Marketing Research Report No. 75, November, 1954.
When computing the sample size (Nfl) from the total popula­
tion of Louisiana and Texas commercial and farm rice drying and 
storage facilities, the initial formula used was as follows:
The "t" value depends on the level of confidence desired in 
the results. In this study the .05 confidence level is selected as 
providing acceptable accuracy. For example, the .05 level sets a 
probability of only 1 in 20 that the resulting sample observations 
would be due to chance. From a statistical table of the "t" dis­
tribution, the value at the .05 level is approximately 2.0 once the 
number of observations is above 20. Rather than employing trial 
and error for the exact value, a "t" value of 2.0 is used.
The value for "s" is taken from the estimated standard de­
viations -- "s" for total is 0.4. The value for "d" is the devia­
tion from the true population mean that is acceptable. A value of
$.08 per hundredweight is used for "d".
(2)^ (0.4)^ « 4(, 16) = . 64 _ 100
(.08)^ .0064 .0064
The sample size (Nfi) is computed by using the number in the popula­
tion (Np) in the following formula:
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When stratifying the total sample on the basis of conmercial 
and farm drying and storage units, the sample was allocated so that 
the number drawn from each group would be proportional to the total 
number in the group times the standard deviation. By designating 
commercial and farm dryers with the subscripts 1 and 2 , respectively, 
the formula for computing the sample size for conmercial dryers was 
as follows:
NlslN, - N — =— i-------
8 Nlsl + N2s2
where "N" refers to the total number of units in the commercial dryer 
group and "s" refers to the standard deviation.
N, - 79 150 (0.2)____________
150 (0.2) + 235(0.4)
N - 79 30 - 79 _30 . 19.113
1 3 0 + 9 4  124
N2 - Ns - Nx N2 - 79 - 19 - 60
Using the same formula, the samples were stratified by state 
with the subscripts 1 and 2 referring to Louisiana and Texas, respec­
tively.
Farm drying and storage units: (120 in Louisiana, 115 in
Texas).
Ni - 60 120 (°-4) - 6 0  M
120 (0.4) + 115 (0.4) 94
Nx - 31 N2 - 60 - 31 - 29
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Commercial drying and storage units: (31 in Louisiana; 69 in
Texas)
N - 19 81..-(°-2I}. - 19 1^; 2
1 81 (0.2) + 69 (0.2)
Nx - 10 N2 - 19 - 10 « 9
Since a proportionately small additional effort would be re­
quired, each farm sample size was increased by nine and set at 40 
for Louisiana and 38 for Texas. Increasing the sample size could 
avoid the difficulty of incomplete data and too small a sample if 
some of the sample units did not operate or provide information for 
each of the three years included. Also, a larger number of observa­
tions would more accurately estimate the parameters.
The conmercial dryer sample size was increased for the same 
reasons and in approximately the same proportions in each state
3 in Louisiana to 13 and 2 in Texas to 11. There was less likeli­
hood of difficulty with commercial dryer cost records because the 
accounting records are usually kept for several years.
Farm drying and storage facilities were further stratified by 
size to insure that a random sample would include a proportional 
number of operating cost observations from each size group. After 
the units were arranged In strata, a separate random sample was 
drawn from each strata. Table III shows the farm drying and storage 
units by size groups and the number included in the sample from each 
group.
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Table XII. Number of Farm Drying and Storage Units by State and 
Size (1959): Total Number and Number in Sample.
Size in Hundredweight
Louisiana Texas
Total Sample Total Sample
No. No. No. No.
Less than 4,860 30 10 18 6
4,860 to 11,339 63 21 44 15
11,340 and Larger 27 9 53 17
Total 120 40 115 38
A stratified random sample was also drawn from the commercial 
drying and storage firms in each state. Firms were first classified 
into cooperatively and privately owned groups and a random sample was 
drawn from each group. Because of an agreement with the agency supply­
ing funds for the research, an equal number was drawn from each group 
of firms. Table IV shows the total number and the sample size for 
both groups by state. Cooperative dryers represent about 21 per cent 
of the total number of firms in each state. Thus, the commercial dryer 
sample, as drawn, gives more weight to cooperatively owned drying and 
storage units.
Table IV. Number of Commercial Drying and Storage Firms by Ownership 
and State (1959): Total Number and Number in Sample.
Ownership
Louisiana Texas Sample
TotalTotal Sample Total Sample
No. No. No. No, No.
Cooperative 18 7 15 6 13
Non-cooperative 63 6 54 5 11
Total 81 13 69 11 24
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Commercial Drying and Storage Facility Costs
Interviewing and Data Collection
Managers and owners of the sample firms were asked to provide 
cost information on their operations at the end of the years 1959, 
1960, and 1961. The initial contact was a personal interview with 
the rice dryer manager at which time a general questionnaire was 
completed and permission was obtained to review the annual accounting 
statement each year. Answers to the questions provided information on 
the volume of rice dried as well as storage volume and operating pro­
cedures followed at the drier. Operating procedures were outlined for 
the following general areas: storage space and warehouse facilities,
drying equipment, moisture above which rice was refused, normal dry­
ing rate, and other experience factors peculiar to the individual 
firms.
Next, cost figures were taken directly from the annual account­
ing statement of each firm. The manager either went over the state­
ment, asked the bookkeeper to explain it, or loaned the enumerator a 
copy. Information obtained included the following: annual Itemized
revenue from all sources, annual itemized expenses for all purposes, 
initial Investment costs, depreciation rate, and book value for oper­
ating equipment and buildings of the rice drying firm. (See Appendix 
D for a copy of the schedule used for commercial firms.)
After itemized costs were obtained from the firm records, the 
manager was asked to allocate each cost item between the firm's activ­
ities. For relatively small rice drying firms, with only rice drying
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and storage operations, this system worked fairly well. The activ­
ities and expenses were both relatively seasonal, declining after 
the rice harvest. However, as the size of drying and storage facil­
ities increased, expenses were relatively constant because a larger 
number of personnel were employed on an annual basis. To utilize 
the labor resources hired on an annual basis, drying and storage 
firms engaged in supplementary activities. Thus, with the larger 
multi-product firm the allocation procedure was more complex. Al­
locations by the different managers varied substantially among the 
larger firms.
Cost Standardization and Classification for 
Comnerclal Dryers
In addition to the variation in the allocations by different 
managers, the depreciation rates used by each firm were not uniform 
on similar equipment type and building structures. Another cost 
item which was not related to firm organization was the amount of 
equity and mortgaged indebtedness which varied between firms as re­
flected by their interest expense. There vena also several account­
ing classification differences between firms. Facing these 
irregularities, an attempt was made to standardize some of the 
more important fixed cost items and to group similar variable cost 
items into meaningful categories.
Fixed cost items were treated as follows:
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1. Depreciation:
The depreciation rate was obtained from a suggested United 
States Internal Revenue Service rating of building structures and 
equipment uses. Depreciation expense was computed by applying the 
rate to the original cost. Each firm's depreciation schedule was 
reviewed, and buildings were separated by structural material. All 
equipment was grouped together. The following rates were applied:
Buildings Rate Expected Years
Concrete .02 50
Steel Frame .04 25
Wood Frame .05 20
Equipment .067 15
Whan a drying firm leased some of its minor operating facili­
ties from others, the lease expense was included with depreciation. 
One firm drawn in the sample leased its entire drying facility from 
another firm and was deleted as atypical.
2. Interest Expense:
An Imputed return on the original investment was used in place 
of an interest expense. Since the buildings were varied in construc­
tion and durability and a qualified evaluation was not feasible, the 
original cost was used as current value in figuring a return on in­
vestment. A rate of return of 6 per cent on one-half the investment 
was used in accordance with recognized procedure.
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3. Tax Expense:
Tax expense was used as reported. Many firms included bond 
and license expense with tax expense on their accounting statement. 
Often the bookkeeper or manager was either unwilling or unable to 
report these separately. Therefore, bond and license expense was 
included with tax expense for all firms.
4. Facility Insurance:
Facility insurance was used as reported since all firms car­
ried it. Since the rate varies by risk, the actual expense should 
reflect the risk incurred.
Variable cost items were grouped as follows:
1. Salaries and Wages:
Often, all labor, wage, and salary expenses were lumped to­
gether on the firm's accounting statement. An attempt was made to 
separate salaries, year-round wages, and seasonal wages. However, 
only two firms had their statements and accounts arranged so that it 
could be done.
Although accounting statement figures were available, they 
were not uniform in classification of wages and salaries. Often 
wage and salary expense items were included with fringe benefits, 
unemployment insurance payments, and Federal Insurance Compensation 
Act payments. However, differences arising from these accounting 
classifications were so small that they did not disturb the propor­
tions of wages to total costs. To attain more standardization, all 
employee reimbursement and similar items were combined.
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2. Utilities :
Utility expenses including water, gas, and electricity should 
vary closely with operations and were grouped together.
3. Insurance on Grain:
All commercial rice drying firms carried a reporting type 
insurance policy to cover all grain in their plants. A b the rice 
was received and/or shipped out each day, the manager reported the 
volume of rice held by the firm. The actual expense was used since 
it represents the risk Involved as appraised by Insurance experts.
4. Operating Expenses:
Many small items were grouped in this category. Included are 
the following items: Insect and rodent control, plant supplies, haul­
ing (or truck expense), inspection fees, and sacking expense.
5. Repairs:
Repairs to buildings and equipment were combined. Repairs in­
cluded parts replaced in existing facilities, not entire new units.
6 . Administrative Expense:
Items that were not directly related to volume were combined 
here. Administrative expense Included the following: office sup­
plies, telephone, auditing, advertising, donations, postage, and 
travel.
Co81 Allocation
Even with the foregoing refinements in cost classification, 
there remained the problem of allocation of firm costs to the various
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enterprises. A cost allocation was necessary to make the observa­
tions on drying and storage comparable between firms. Most of the 
smaller firms had little problem in allocation because they limited 
their activities to rice drying and storage. Also, rice storage 
was a fairly minor activity at several of the small cotnnercial dry­
ing and storage firms, which further reduced their allocation prob­
lem. In fact, where there was a minimum of storage, the manager 
almost always assigned all the costs to drying, saying that storage 
did not require any additional expenditure.
Cost allocation was more difficult for rice drying firms 
having several enterprises other than drying and storage. At first, 
many of the managers refused to attempt an allocation. After a dis­
cussion of the problems involved in an allocation by a person unfamil­
iar with the operations of the firm, all managers agreed and made the 
best allocation they could.
In Figures 8 and 9, the dot symbols represent firms which per­
formed only drying and storage services. Star symbols indicate firms 
engaged in major service activities apart from drying and storage. It 
is evident that the managers’ allocations resulted in a relatively 
close linear relationship among the dot symbols or the firms with 
limited activities. The dispersion of the star symbols indicates 
that the managers' allocations tended to vary widely between firms 
with many enterprises.
In an attempt to develop a better method of allocation, costs 
were assigned to each activity in proportion to the part of total
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Total Coat 
( $ 1 , 0 00 ) Free hand 
line
120
105
90
60
45
•H—  Firms with service activi­
ties in addition to drying 
and storage, 
a—  Firms performing drying and 
storage only.
24080 160 320 400
Hundredweight Dried (1000)
Figure 8 . Cost-Output Relationship: Managers Allocation to Drying.
Total Cost 
( $ 1 , 00 0 )
Free hand line
40
Firms with service activi­
ties in addition to drying 
and storage.
* “  Firms performing drying 
and storage only.
20
80 240 320 400160
Hundredweight Stored (1000)
Figure 9. Cost-Output Relationship: Managers Allocation to Storage.
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revenue contributed by the activity. This method of allocation 
should be consistent within each firm, assigning costs to the activ­
ities in proportion to the income generated. The allocation may be 
somewhat erroneous in that it assumes that the same amount of oper­
ating expense was required to produce each dollar in revenue. Also, 
all operations would show an equal profit (or loss) when costs were 
allocated to activities in proportion to revenue contributed.
Even though a rice drying firm engaged in its primary func­
tions of drying and storing rice only during about three months each 
year, a large portion of its expenses are constant on an annual basis. 
Aside from fixed costs such as depreciation on buildings and equip­
ment, interest charges, taxes, and facility insurance, certain admin­
istrative and operational expenses are necessary for any level of 
output above zero. For example, the manager's salary, some office 
expenses, and annual wages of key operating personnel are necessary 
if the plant is to operate at all.
Since operating personnel were hired by most of the commercial 
firms on an annual basis for seasonal rice drying operations, they 
were often employed in other enterprises after the rice drying season. 
Off-season activities normally conducted were of the type which re­
quired very little additional expenditure and were usually of a ser­
vice nature. The following is a list of typical service activities: 
farm supply, seed and fertilizer sales; seed treating and cleaning; 
rice merchandising and marketing; and other enterprises which do not 
Interfere with the rice drying operation.
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Although service activities are such that they increase total 
cost very little, rice drying firms view tham as a means of maintain­
ing customer good will, not as a major source of profit for the firm. 
Consequently, net revenue from these activities is very low per dol­
lar of sales. Managers of the firms studied claim that these enter­
prises serve two purposes: (1) in providing something to occupy the
time of permanent personnel, and (2) in returning enough revenue to 
cover increases in cost directly associated with the activity plus 
some to apply on constant costs. Thus, service functions are to com­
plement the other operations by Improving customer relations, as well 
as providing a source of revenue. However, rice drying and storage
are the major sources of revenue.
After analysis of firm operations and expenses, it was felt 
that allocating costs on the basis of revenue would be more systematic 
than any other method available. Although service activities contrib­
uted very little revenue above direct costs, they did not Increase the 
constant costs but employed what otherwise could have been idle re­
source. Thus, the allocation should be justified.
In the allocation, drying was treated as a separate activity 
from storage. In a few cases, firms subclassified drying charges into 
drying and handling. When added, the drying and handling charges were
comparable to drying charges at other driers.
Storage activities consisted of storage proper, rice receiving 
and weighing, and rice sacking. When insurance charges on stored rice 
were entered as a separate revenue item, they were included in storage
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income. Service income included revenue that was derived from other 
activities of the firm.
In a few cases there was a small amount of miscellaneous in­
come which was not related to firm operations. Miscellaneous income 
included marketing fees, interest from stock in the Bank for Coopera­
tives, and other items such as bad debt collections and leasing a 
part of their warehouse for a short time. A copy of the form used 
in the Income classification is in Appendix A.
When comnercial dryer total costs were allocated to drying and 
storage on the basis of revenue, there was less dispersion in the re­
sulting relationship between observed cost and output than with the 
manager's allocations. The dot and star symbols are used as before 
to indicate activities of the firms (Figures 10 and 11). Although 
it was recognized that there were other possible allocations in this 
study, commercial firm costs were allocated to activities on the basis 
of revenue contributed.
Farm Drying and Storage Units
Interviewing and Data Collection
Owners of farm rice dryers whose names were drawn in the strati­
fied, random sample were asked for dryer operation costs at the end of 
the drying and storage season In the years 1959, 1960, and 1961. In 
the Initial personal interview a general questionnaire was completed and 
permission was obtained to review operating costs for three years. Gen­
eral information included the following: exact dryer location, rice
Total Cost 
($1,0 0 0)
120 Free hand 
line
105
90
45
Firms with service activities 
in addition to drying and 
storage
Firms performing drying and 
storage only
30
80 240 320 400
Hundredweight Dried (1000)
Figure 10. Cost-Output Relationship: Allocation by Revenue to
Drying.
Total Cost 
( $1,000) 
40
30
20
10
80
J.
Free hand line
# — Firms with service activities 
in addition to drying and 
storage
•— Firms performing drying and 
storage only
-L J.
160 240 320
•Hundredweight Stored (1000)'
Urn J.
400
Figure 11. Cost-Output Relationship: Allocation by Revenue to
Storage.
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acreage, management techniques, and experience with the farm unit.
A list was prepared on dryer buildings and equipment and their ori­
ginal cost. Since there was seldom a formal accounting statement, 
cost information was obtained directly from the owner.
Often the questions could be answered at the initial contact, 
but some questions requiring cost records involved additional work.
A few farm dryer owners had not maintained accurate cost records, 
making these figures more difficult to obtain. This problem was 
partially overcome by mailing a worksheet to the farm dryer owner 
several days prior to the anticipated date of the interview. There 
is a copy of the worksheet used in Appendix A. (See Appendix D for 
a copy of the farm dryer schedule.)
The worksheet helped the farm dryer owner to begin thinking 
about what activities went on during the past drying and storage 
season. Also, it served to let the respondent know that a Louisiana 
Agricultural Experiment Station representative would soon be calling 
for an interview. l^ hen the farm dryer owner was contacted, he was 
prepared to work with the enumerator in completing the questions.
Cost Classification and Standardization 
for Farm Dryers
Fixed cost items varied widely at farm drying and storage facil­
ities. A fast tax "write-off" program had allowed some owners to de­
preciate the facility in five years. Interest payments varied depending 
on the financing and age of the dryer.
Farm dryer fixed costs were standardized as follows:
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1. Depreciation rates used were the same as the ones for 
commercial drying and storage units. The rates were applied to the 
original cost of the farm buildings and equipment to compute depre­
ciation expense.
2. Interest expense was computed by using a rate of 6 per 
cent on one-half of the original cost. In this way, a return on in­
vestment was used for all units in place of the actual interest ex­
pense .
3. Building and equipment insurance expense was used as 
reported. The actual rate should reflect the risk involved. When 
the farm facility was not Insured, a standard rate was applied to 
give minimum acceptable coverage. The Louisiana Insurance Rating Bu­
reau, New Orleans, Louisiana, helped to develop this rate. (See Ap­
pendix A for rates used.)
4. Most farm drying and storage facilities are not taxed 
separately. In most of the counties and parishes involved, property 
taxes are assessed on a standard rate per acre on the farm land value 
without regard to buildings or improvements.
Operating cost items were derived as follows:
1. Labor cost was obtained from records of hours employed in 
the drying and storage operation. When no record was kept, the dryer 
owner was asked to recall the amount of time spent performing each of 
the various activities. All hired labor hours spent at the dryer were 
Included at the rate actually paid.
Since no direct payment was made for hours spent by the owner 
in managing the drying operation, owners were asked to place a value
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on their own time. A few farmers said their time was worth nothing, 
while the majority gave the same hourly rate paid to the hired labor­
ers. The rates given varied from $.50 to $1.00 per hour. To stand­
ardize management costs, a rate of $1.00 per hour was charged to all 
farm dryers for the owner's supervising time.
2. Cost of materials, electricity, and grain insurance were 
obtained from records of the farm dryer owner. When the cost rec­
ords were unavailable from the owner, the expense figures were pro­
vided by the agency from which the material or service had been 
purchased. When no insurance was carried on the grain, a standard 
rate was applied to cover it for the length of time the rice was in 
the facility. The standard rate was developed after consultation 
with the Insurance Rating Bureau, New Orleans, Louisiana. (See Ap­
pendix A for rates.)
Because farm drying and storage units are operated seasonally 
as a part of the farming operation, there was very little joint use 
of resources. Unlike commercial dryers, there was not a large amount 
of constant costs such as salaries and administrative expense Incurred 
on an annual basis for seasonal operations. Only fixed and variable 
resource costs arising specifically for drying and storage activities 
were charged to the dryer-storage unit. Thus, rice drying and stor­
age resource requirements were separated from other farm enterprises.
Costs Not Allocated to Drying and Storage
When farm dryer operators were asked to allocate the operating 
costs between the drying and storage activities, the overwhelming
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response was that rice storage required almost no additional resour­
ces. Operators stated that during the storage period only a small 
amount of electricity for an occasional aeration of the dry rice 
was necessary. It was further maintained that time spent in samp­
ling and inspection by the manager was negligible. Since the re­
sponse was identical almost without exception, the drying and storage 
activity costs were not separated for farm dryer-storage units.
To compare the operating cost observations from different firms 
the same services should be performed by each. For the farm facili­
ties, total costs included expenses for providing both drying and 
storage services. Therefore, conmercial facility costs allocated 
to drying and storage were combined to have them reflect both func­
tions also.
Definition of Capacity
In order to use a regression model with excess capacity as an 
independent variable, it is necessary to define "capacity" or maximum 
output for each firm. Any firm's capacity will vary in amount with 
the number of time periods included and the potential output during 
each season. Since rice drying and storage are seasonal operations, 
a definition of capacity (maximum output) for any firm must consider 
the harvesting period and the rate of harvest in addition to the phy­
sical dimensions of the equipment at the facility.
Harvesting Operations
In recent years rice harvesting in Louisiana and Texas has 
been limited to a 60 to 90 day season ranging between mid-August 
and mid-November. Rice harvesting operations increase to a peak 
and then decline. The period of time Included and the rate of har­
vest varies from year to year, depending on the date of planting, 
weather conditions, and maturity characteristics of the varieties 
planted in greatest volume.
As an Indication of harvesting operations, Figure 12 shows a 
five-year average of published estimates of the weekly volume of
3
green rice receipts at public drying facilities and rice mills. 
Although any particular season's harvest distribution may be dif­
ferent, the length of the report period and the average receipts 
should show a realistic situation in which capacity may be defined 
for drying and storage facilities. A five-year average is used be­
cause the green rice receipt report was not published until 1957, 
and the 1957 report period covered a longer period than the thir­
teen-week season of the last five years.
Multipass Dryer Capacity
Maximum output of dried rice at a multipass drying plant 
depends on the following: (1) the initial moisture content of the
green rice received; (2) flow rate capability of the drying columns
^United States Department of Agriculture, A.M.S., Grain Dlvi 
sion, Rica Market News Supplement -- Rough Rice Receipts, 1958-1962 
(processed), New Orleans, Louisiana.
Rice Receipts 
(1,000 cvt.)
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Figure 12. Louisiana end Texas 1958-1962 Average Green Rice Receipts 
at Public Rice Dryers and Rice Mills Each Week as a Per 
Cent of Total Receipts.
Source: United States Department of Agriculture, A.M.S., Grain Divi­
sion, Rice Market News Supplement Rough Rice Receipts. 1958... 
1962 (processed), New Orleans, Louisiana.
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(3) bin holding space for green and partially dried rice; and (4) 
bin aeration capability. Any one factor alone, or in combination 
with one or more of the other factors, may place a limitation on 
output.
To standardize the drying time required for all green rice 
receipts, an average moisture content of 19 per cent was assumed.
The average was determined from interviews with multipass dryer op­
erators who indicated the usual moisture content of green rice re­
ceipts. Based on equipment manufacturers' specifications as to each 
model's maximum flow rate per hour and a detailed list of the number 
and model of all drying equipment in a plant, each firm's maximum 
hourly output was determined. Assuming 23 drying hours per day and 
seven working days per week during a maximum week, the number of 
operating hours per week was multiplied by the hourly output to give 
the potential flow rate per week. Assuming that on the average, five 
passes at a maximum flow rate are required to dry green rice to a 
moisture content safe for storage, the maximum weekly drying output 
was obtained by dividing the weekly flow rate by five.
The maximum weekly drying output was adjusted by bin aeration 
capability and the ratio of total storage space to weekly drying out­
put. Rice can be held for varying amounts of time between passes 
through the drying column, and these time periods may be lengthened 
by aeration In the bin. Thus, the holding space at a laultlpass dryer 
will Influence the volume of rice that could be In the drying process 
during any period.
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According to engineering estimates, bin space should be five 
times the maximum weekly drying output of multipass drying equip­
ment. Maximum weekly output was increased 5 per cent each time the 
storage space at a dryer exceeded the "5 to 1" ratio. Also, bin 
aeration capability was assumed to Increase multipass weekly drying 
capacity by 10 per cent.
Holding space at a multipass drying facility could become a 
limitation on drying output because bin space is required for both 
receiving green rice and storing dry rice. It was assumed that total 
season drying capacity could not exceed three times the storage space 
at a multipass dryer. This absolute limit was based on time require­
ments for receiving, drying, and merchandising rice in addition to 
past experience of rice dryer operators.
Assuming that drying output would follow the same distribution 
as green rice receipts shown in Figure 12, a potential season's dry­
ing output was calculated for each multipass drying facility. The 
week of greatest green rice receipts was considered the week of 
greatest drying output. Thus, the ratio of the week of peak receipts 
to total receipts was used to relate maximum weekly drying output to 
total season drying output. It was assumed that sufficient green 
rice would be present to require maximum output only during the week 
of greatest green rice receipts. Receipts during preceding and suc­
ceeding weeks would call for less than maximum operation with cor­
responding decreases in output.
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Multipass dryer capacity (maximum season drying output) was 
defined first in terms of the maximum weekly output based on speci­
fied drying equipment capability, bin space, and bln aeration. Green 
rice receipts were introduced to define the length of season and the 
rate of operation in each week. The rate of drying operations was 
assumed to vary directly in proportion with green rice receipts.
Stationary Bulk Bln Dryer Capacity
Based on observed practice in bulk bin operations, capacity 
(maximum drying output) at bulk bin dryers was defined as the aerated 
bln space at each facility. The distribution of green rice receipts 
would not influence the definition of capacity for bulk bln dryers 
because there is very seldom more than one producer bringing rice to 
a bulk bin facility during the whole season. Also, weather permitting, 
the harvesting operation would be more carefully regulated to give the 
best results from the bulk bin aeration drying.
Storage Capacity
Storage begins after the rice is reduced in moisture level in 
the drying process and may extend for several months before the rice is 
moved into processing channels. However, rice storage at public drying 
facilities is relatively seasonal. There is normally an agreement that 
all storage will be terminated before the start of a new drying season. 
Also, when the storage period extends beyond the winter and spring 
into warmer simmer months, there 1b more danger of mold and insect dam­
age which require additional expense in chemical treatment of the rice.
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Storage capacity was defined as the bin space available at 
a drying facility. It might be possible to store quantities of 
rice for relatively short periods and show more annual storage than 
space available at one time. However, drying operations compete 
for bin space and reduce potential storage during the harvest season. 
Also, at the end of the harvest season, there are no more green rice 
receipts, and rice stored must come from other dryers. Therefore, 
actual bin space was considered the effective season storage capacity.
CHAPTER V
COST ANALYSIS
The Regression Model
Total cost functions were fitted by least squares regression 
analysis. With annual total cost as the dependent variable (Y), 
Independent variables (X's) Included were annual output and excess 
capacity. The independent variables were raised to squared and 
higher order exponents in trying to explain more of the observed 
variation in total operating costs.^
Regressions of average cost on output were not calculated 
because of the possible false correlation between output and total 
cost divided by output or average cost. If average cost as the 
dependent variable were correlated with output as the independent 
variable in a regression, a high correlation would be possible 
without a cause and effect relationship because the dependent vari­
able was derived by dividing total cost by the independent variable. 
Average cost curves were derived from the total cost regression func­
tions .
Statistical calculations were performed on a 1620 International 
Business Machine Computer provided by the Computer Research Center, 
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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Both drying and storage output were included because both 
have an influence on total cost. Excess capacity variable observa­
tions were also included for both drying and storage. Excess drying 
capacity was obtained by using the volume figure defined as maximum 
season capacity and subtracting the reported volume of rice dried. 
Excess storage capacity was obtained in a similar manner.
In a cross-section study of firms of varying size, a regres­
sion of cost on output estimates the long run cost function. In the 
long run, firms would build the size plant that would be fully uti­
lized. The purpose of our regression model is to define the cost- 
output relationship at full capacity output, not as observed. There­
fore, the excess capacity variables were included irregardless of 
the amount of variation explained in the dependent variable.
In Louisiana and Texas, the traditional unit of measure for 
rice is the barrel, which equals 162 pounds. However, in this study 
all rice volume figures are reported in a standard measure of hundred­
weight (cwt.). Also, all volumes are reported on a dried weight basis 
rather than green weight.
Sample Observation
(•Then commercial and farm rice dryer cost observations were 
tabulated, there were several sub-groups based on different dryer 
construction and equipment within the two larger categories. Summary 
tables showing observed cost per hundredweight (cwt.) of output are
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included for each dryer type in Appendix B. Differences in fixed 
costs as well as building structure and operating technique indi­
cated logical divisions of farm dryers. Ownership arrangements 
were separated within the commercial dryers in accordance with ob­
jective number three which was to evaluate the influence of coopera­
tive ownership on commercial dryer costs.
Each sub-group had some observations coming from both states. 
Therefore, it was felt that there was a logical division by state as 
well as by sub-group within the farm and conmercial classifications.
The number of sample observations obtained is listed in Table V, by 
commercial, farm, state, and sub-group. The sample size more than 
fulfills the estimated number needed as computed in the sampling 
procedure outlined in Chapter IV.
Sub-group Comparisons
Statistical tests were made before combining observations from 
different states within sub-groups to see if one regression line could 
be used. Also, the Individual regression equations were compared to 
test for a statistically significant difference in slope. The question 
was in deciding if one regression could be used for all observations.
If not, different group regression coefficients were compared to see 
if they estimate the same slope with different intercepts on the ver­
tical axis.
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Table V. Number of Rice 
Information, by
Dryer Units Furnishing 
States, 1959-1961.
Operating Cost
State
Group and Sub-group Louisiana Texas Total
No. No. No.
Commercial —
Cooperative 7 5 12
Non-cooperative 4 5 9
Total 11 10 21
Farm
Round Bulk Bin Dryers 23 7 30
Buildings with Bulk Bin Dryers 3 29 32
Multipass Dryers with Bulk Storage 9 3 12
Total 35 39 74
\i Characteristics of conmercial rice dryers were outlined 
in Chapter 1 as multipass drying systems, centralized 
location, and drying and storage services on a custom 
basis. Cooperative commercial dryers were separated 
from non-cooperative dryers as provided in objective 
number three of this study.
2/ Characteristics of farm rice dryers were outlined in Chap­
ter I as farm location and drying and storage services 
for the owner. All farm dryers were owned by individual 
rice producers. Differences in building construction and 
drying system required separate classifications within 
the farm group.
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The analysis of variance statistical technique was used to 
determine whether or not sub-group regressions should be combined. 
Analysis was made to estimate the probability that the different 
sub-group samples could have been drawn from one homogeneous popu­
lation, Using accepted statistical probability limits, groups were 
considered separate when there was less than a "5 in 100" chance 
(.05 confidence level) that factors other than random variations 
accounted for a computed difference in variances.
Hypotheses tested were as follows:
Hq#1 - One regression line can be used to explain the observed 
variation rather than a separate regression for each sub-group (i.e., 
costs are similar).
H #2 - If H VI is rejected,the sub-group regression coeffi- o o
cients estimate the same slope with a different Intercept on the 
vertical axis (i.e., rate of change in costs are similar). If both 
hypotheses were rejected, there was no combination of the sub-groups 
in that comparison.
When regression functions were compared, the variables included 
were the same in each. In addition to the output and excess capacity 
variables, higher order forms (such as squared, cubed, etc.) of the 
output variables were included if they significantly increased the 
"R^" value. The "R^M value is defined as the proportion of the sum of 
squares of the dependent variable explained by the multiple regression 
equation. Also, prior to comparison, regression functions were
^Bernard Ostie, Statistics in Research (Ames, Iowa: The Iowa 
College Press, 1958), p. 215.
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evaluated in terms of the underlying economic theory on costs so 
that functions derived would approximate a logical cost-output re­
lationship.
Farm Drying and Storage Regressions
Individual comparisons that were made of farm dryer regressions 
are listed in Table VI, Section I, with identifications of whether or 
not there was a significant difference in costs between states within 
sub-groups. Initial comparisons indicated that there was a statis­
tically significant difference between states within two of the three 
farm sub-groups. All the uncomblned observations within each state 
were compared to see if differences in costs between states within 
sub-groups were greater than differences between sub-groups within 
a state. Results of the comparisons of observations within a state 
are listed in Table VI, Section II.
No further comparisons were made between individual state sub­
groups and combined groups because there was not a logical basis for 
them. Due to construction and operation differences, similarities 
observed could be due to change alone. The result of the combined 
sub-group comparison is shown in Table VI, Section III.
3
Statistical tests and calculated values for total, within, and 
sum of individual sums of squares were placed in Appendix C. These 
values were produced by a special 1620 IBM program written by Dr. L.L. 
Eielder, Jr., Associate Professor, Department of Agricultural Economics 
and Agribusiness, Louisiana State University.
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Table VI. Statistical Comparison of Farm Rice Dryer Sub-Group Re­
gression Functions i/
Results
Dryer Sub-group Comparison Ho#l Hq n
Section I
Round Bulk Bln 
Building with 
Bulk Bin 
Multipass with 
Bulk Bln
Louisiana vs Texas 
Louisiana vs Texas 
Louisiana vs Texas
Reject** Reject** 
Fail to Reject --2/ 
Reject** Reject**
Section II
Louisiana Dryers Round Bulk Bin vs 
Multipass with 
Bulk Bin
Fail to 
Reject - If
Texas Dryers Round Bulk Bln vs 
Multipass with 
Bulk Bin
Reject** Reject**
Section III 
Combined Farm 
Sub-groups
All Building with 
Bulk Bin vs Loui­
siana Round Bulk 
Bln and Multipass
Rejec t** Reject**
It Statistical tests and calculated values for total, within, 
and sum of individual sums of squares are in Appendix C.
2/ Hypothesis #2 was tested only if hypothesis #1 was re­
jected.
** .01 level or less than 1 in 100 chance that difference
could be sampling variation.
Regression functions resulting from the farm sub-group compari­
sons are listed below using the symbols as indicated. The number in 
each group is approximately equal to three observations on each unit 
in the sample. Some units did not operate in each of the three years 
which reduced the number of observations.
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Y " total costs
bQ ■ constant value or vertical axis intercept
X^ ■ hundredweight (cwt.) of rice dried and stored
* cwt. of excess capacity
X^ ■ Xj2 or cwt. dried and stored squared
X •* mean value of aggregate capacity in cwt.
b, ■ X coefficient or the change in total cost ac-
1...n 1. . n
companied by one unit change in the corre­
sponding X value.
Sg ■ standard error of the estimate
(1) All Buildings with Bulk Bin Dryers
Y - bc + b1X 1 + b2X2 + b3X3
Y - 891 + .230890X^ + .112542X2 + . 00000336484X-J
n " 9 1  degrees of freedom ■ 87
R - .909138 R2 - .8265
sE - 597.133 f - 12170
Capacity range 2,000 to 22,000 cwt.
(2) Louisiana: Farm Round Bulk Bin plus Multipass with Bulk Bln 
Dryers
Y - bG + biX-i + b2X2 - b3X3
Y - 402 + .247576X1 + .0685302X2 - .00000281919X3
n > 9 2  degrees of freedom ■ 88
R - .950755 R2 - .9039
s - 580.7068 X - 15958
A
Capacity range 2,000 to 24,000 cwt.
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(3) Texas Round Bulk Bin Dryers
Y * bQ 4 b^X^ 4 62X2 4 63X 3
Y « 502 + .127988XJ 4 .198129X2 4 .00000689404X3
n * 2 0  degrees of freedom «* 16
R - .969396 R2 - .93973
s„ = 286.463 X - 8890E
Capacity range 3,000 to 18,000 cwt.
(4) Texas Multipass Dryers with Bulk Bins
Y - ^  + blXl - b2X2
Y - 4734 4- .17691^ - ,0503045X2
n = 9  degrees of freedom ■ 6
R - .929470 R2 - .8639
8_ - 2154.429 X - 37269
a
Capacity range 17,000 to 44,000 cwt.
Farm firms providing cost observations were operating at vary­
ing per cents of capacity utilization. The influence on costs of ex­
cess capacity was estimated by the excess capacity variables in the 
regression equations. To estimate operating costs at 100 per cent of
capacity the excess capacity variable was adjusted to a zero value
4
as demonstrated by Phillips.
Table VII shows total and average costs for the separate farm 
dryer groups. Total costs were estimated from the regression equations
^Richard Phillips, "Empirical Estimates of Cost Functions for 
Mixed Feed Mills in the Mid-West," Agricultural Economics Research, 
Vol. VIII (January, 1956), p. 4.
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Table VII. Farm Cost Regression Estimates by Group and Size of Drying 
Facility: Adjusted to 100 Per Cent of Capacity.i./
Average
Total Cost Standard Error
Group Size Cost per Owt. Average Cost^
Cwt. Dollars Dollars Dollars
Buildings with Bulk
Bin Dryers 4,000 1,869 0.467 40.09
Do. 6,000 2,397 0.399 40.09
Do. 8,000 2,953 0.369 40.09
Do. 10,000 3,536 0.354 40.09
Do. 12,000 4,147 0.346 40.09
Do. 14,000 4,783 0. 341 40.09
Do. 16,000 5,446 0. 340 40.09
Do. 18,000 6,137 0.341 40.09
Do. 20,000 6,855 0.343 40.09
Do. 22,000 7,600 0.345 40.09
Louisiana Dryers:
Round Bulk Bin Dryers 2,000 886 0.443 40.07
Do. 4,000 1,347 0.337 40.07
Do. 6,000 1,786 0.298 40.07
Do. 8,000 2,203 0.275 40.07
Do. 10,000 2,596 0.260 40.07
Multipass Dryers 12,000 2,967 0.247 40.07
Do. 14,000 3,315 0.237 40.07
Do. 16,000 3,641 0.228 40.07
Do. 18,000 3,945 0.219 40.07
Do. 20,000 4,226 0.211 40.07
Do. 22,000 4,485 0.204 40.07
Do. 24,000 4,720 0.197 40.07
Texas Round Bulk Bin
Dryers 2,000 786 0.393 40.06
Do. 4,000 1,124 0.281 40.06
Do. 6,000 1,518 0.253 40.06
Do. 8,000 1,967 0.246 40.06
Do. 10,000 2,471 0.247 40.06
Do. 12,000 3,030 0.253 40.06
Do. 14,000 3,645 0.260 40.06
Do. 16,000 4,314 0.269 40.06
Do. 18,000 5,040 0.280 40.06
(Continued next page)
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Table VII. (Continued)
Average
Total Cost Standard Error
Group_____________________ Size______ Cost______ per Cwt. Average Cost — '
Cwt. Dollars Dollars Dollars
Texas Multipass Dryers 12,000 6,877 0.573 -K). 12
Do. 16,000 7,585 0.474 +0.12
Do. 20,000 8,292 0.415 +0.12
Do. 24,000 9,000 0.375 +0.12
Do. 28,000 9,707 0.347 +0.12
Do. 32,000 10,415 0.326 -K). 12
Do. 36,000 11,123 0.309 +0.12
Do. 40,000 11,830 0.296 +0.12
Do. 44,000 12,538 0.285 +0 . 12
1/ Actual costs were adjusted to 100 per cent capacity utiliza­
tion for each facility by setting a zero value for the ex­
cess capacity variable in the regression functions.
21 As pointed out in Chapter III, the confidence interval com­
puted for estimates from a regression function is most ac­
curate at the mean of the output variable. The standard 
error for average costs was computed at the capacity mean 
on the total coat function and was assumed to be constant 
along the length of each average cost curve. The .05 confi­
dence level was used.
for each group with the excess capacity variable set at zero. Average 
costs were derived from the estimated total costs by dividing the out­
put (size) into the total cost figure.
The standard error of the estimate gives a probability range above 
and below each regression equation in which actual cost observations 
could be expected to occur. As mentioned in Chapter III, the range or 
confidence Interval of any estimated value grows larger the farther 
the estimated value is from the point where the means of the regression
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variables coincide. The standard error for average costs shown in 
Table VII was computed by dividing the mean value for the capacity 
of the group (X) into the total cost standard error of the estimate. 
The standard error value for average costs was assumed to be con­
stant along the entire length of the average cost curve. However, 
the accuracy will be slightly reduced the farther the observation 
is from the capacity mean.
Total cost functions calculated from the farm dryer regression 
equations are long run cost functions. Since a long run cost curve 
postulates that there is no excess capacity, the excess capacity 
variable should be adjusted to equal zero. This allows plot­
ting the multiple regression function in two dimensions because both 
and are measures of hundredweight of rice dried and stored.
The long run cost functions estimate the cost of operating 
the various types of farm rice dryers at any size within the output 
range included. Figures 13 and 14 show the resulting total and aver­
age cost curves, respectively. The cost functions are not projected 
beyond the range of the observations.
Evaluation of Individual Farm Cost Functions
All four of the separate cost functions produced statistically 
significant "R" values. "R" is a measure of the degree of associa­
tion between the dependent variable (Y - total cost) and the inde­
pendent variables (X's - output and excess capacity).
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Figure 13. Long Run Total Cost Functions for Farm Rice Dryers.
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Figure 14. Long Run Average Cost Functions for Farm Rice Dryers.
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Returns to scale demonstrated by the four average cost func­
tions include both Increasing and diminishing returns as well as 
constant returns. All functions are logical cost-output relation­
ships within the output and capacity ranges included. The number of 
observations by type and capacity are listed in Table VIII and will 
be useful in evaluating the Individual sub-group cost functions.
Table VIII. Distribution of Farm Rice Dryer Observations by Capacity 
Group, Louisiana and Texas (1959-1961).
Capacity in Hundredweight
Dryer Group Sub-group
Up to 
4.999
5,000-
9.999
10,000-
14.999
15,000 
and Over Total
Buildings with 
Bulk Bin
Dryers Louisiana 
Texas 2
3
35
-Number-
6
24 21
Total 2 38 30 21 91
Louisiana
Dryers
Round Bulk 
Bln 
Multipass
25 34 3
18
3
9
Total 25 34 21 12 92
Texas Round 
Bulk Bin 5 6 6 3 20
Texas Multipass - - - 9 9
Total 32 87 45 48 212
Cost observations should be evenly distributed by capacity for
an accurate cost-size relationship. If for any sub- group, most of th<
observations were concentrated into a short capacity range with re la-
tively few observations outside the range, the resulting cost function
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could be distorted. In Interpreting the cost function for individual 
sub-groups, the distribution of observations by capacity will be con­
sidered in explaining the shape and slope of the cost function.
Buildings with Bulk Bin Dryers
The total cost function contains a positive coefficient for the
squared term of the drying and storage output variable. This indicates
increasing costs with larger capacity drying facilities of this type.
The observations are fairly evenly distributed by capacity group. Thus,
the average cost function should be an accurate representation of the
economy of scale curve. As indicated by the average cost function, the
optimum size lies between 14,000 and 18,000 cwt. with a minimum annual
cost of $.34 per cwt. (Table VII.)
The range of probably dispersion of operating costs above and
below the estimating regression line is given by the standard error of
the estimate (s ) . Based on a normal curve probability distribution,
£
two times the standard error of the estimate will include 95 per cent 
of the expected observations related to a regression function. For 
buildings with bulk bins, the 95 per cent probability estimate of the 
standard error for average costs would be within +$0.08 per cwt. (Table 
VII) . .
Louisiana: Round Bulk Bin and Multipass Dryers
Individual total cost regressions for both sub-groups as well as 
the combined cost function contain a negative coefficient for the 
squared term of the output variable. The implication is that larger
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and larger facilities would bring lower per unit costs. However, 
from Table VIII it is apparent that round bin dryers constitute all 
the smaller capacity observations, while multipass dryers dominate 
the larger capacity range.
Because more than 90 per cent of the Louisiana round bulk bin 
dryers were concentrated in a capacity range separate from Louisiana 
multipass farm dryers, the cost function should be interpreted in 
two separate sections. Round bulk bin dryer costs will be estimated 
up to a capacity of 10,000 cwt. Multipass dryer costs will be most 
accurately estimated in larger capacities up to 24,000 cwt., the ca­
pacity of the largest Louisiana multipass farm dryer.
Figure 14 and Table VII show that for Louisiana farm dryers 
round bulk bin dryer average costs decline sharply to $0.26 at a ca­
pacity level of 10,000 cwt. Multipass dryer average costs continue 
to decline to $0,197 at a capacity of 24,000 cwt. Additional obser­
vations should be made in larger capacity ranges before projecting 
the cost function farther. For example, Texas multipass farm dryers 
averaged much larger capacities and outputs with considerably higher 
per unit costs. Within 95 per cent probability, average costs would 
be estimated at +$0.07 per cwt. for Louisiana round bulk bin and 
multipass dryers.
Texas Round Bulk Bin Dryers
Increasing costs for this type facility are indicated by a 
positive coefficient for the squared term of the output variable. Al­
though there are relatively few observations for this sub-group, the
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observations are fairly evenly distributed by capacity. Also, the 
standard error of the estimate is smaller than those for other sub­
groups .
The optimum size indicated by the average cost curve lies be­
tween 8,000 and 10,000 cwt. with a cost per cwt. of $0,245. Average 
costs are estimated within +$0.06 per cwt. based on 95 per cent prob­
ability.
Texas Multipass Dryers
Linear total costs and constant returns to scale are indicated 
by the regression of cost on output for Texas multipass farm dryers. 
Although average costs declined to $0,285 at 44,000 cwt. (Table VII), 
there were only nine observations in this sub-group, all of which 
were in the largest capacity range. One facility had capacity ex­
ceeding 40,000 cwt., and another dried an unusually large volume of 
rice in two of the three years recorded.
Since there were only a few observations and none in the lower 
capacity ranges, the cost function for Texas multipass farm dryers may 
be distorted. However, it gives some indication of costs for extremely 
large capacity farm multipass dryers. Average costs were estimated 
within +$0.12 per cwt. with a 95 per cent probability.
Comparisons of Farm Cost Functions
From Figure 14 and Table VII, It stay be observed that Louisiana 
multipass dryers attain the lowest cost per cwt. of all farm sub-groups. 
However, the larger capacity Texas multipass dryers may indicate the
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cost behavior if greater outputs are planned for farm multipass units. 
The separate functions may be the decreasing and constant stages of 
the same cost function which appear different due to insufficient 
observations. It should be noted that drying and storage outputs in 
excess of 12,000 to 15,000 cwt. are required to achieve the economies 
of a farm multipass drying unit.
Round bulk bin dryers have the lowest average cost for capaci­
ties up to 12,000 cwt. Although the slope of the cost functions for 
Louisiana and Texas are different for this type dryer, the average 
costs are almost identical at 10,000 cwt. capacity. Thus, with less 
than 12,000 cwt. of rice to dry and store, average costs would be 
lower with a round bulk bln dryer.
For buildings with bulk bins, the minimum average cost is higher 
than for any other farm sub-group. This is probably due to a higher 
fixed cost incurred in construction of all steel, quonset-type build­
ings at almost all of these dryer facilities. One unique advantage 
of the quonset building is that it can also be used for other purposes 
when walls for the grain bins are removed. Depending on the flexi­
bility needed, a building with a bulk bin dryer could be most econom­
ical .
Sunmary tables in Appendix B apparently verify relationships 
indicated by the regressions of cost on output and excess capacity 
for farm dryers. For the farm group regressions, an advantage was 
that there were cost observations at almost all levels of capacity use. 
This gave a more accurate picture of cost behavior than if the firms 
had uniformly high or low capacity utilization.
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From Che sunmary cables lc is evldenC chac Chere are excremely 
high per unic coses for any Cype farm faciliCy when only a small pare 
of Che exiscing capacity is used. As displayed in Figure 14, Che 
cose funcCions estimate che lease cose per cwt. achievable aC full 
capaciCy operation. However, it muse be remembered chat less Chan 
full use of any fixed faciliCy will increase Che per unit cose of 
operation.
Commercial Facility Costs
Total Cost - Drying and Storage
After commercial firm total costs were allocated to different 
activities, total drying and storage cost functions were compared 
for firms grouped by ownership arrangement and state. Since one of 
the purposes was to evaluate the ownership relation to costs, non- 
cooparative firms were separated from cooperatives. These groups 
were further divided by state, resulting in four separate groups.
For each group, a separate linear regression function was 
fitted with total drying and storage costs explained by output and 
excess capacity. Hypotehses outlined earlier in this chapter under 
the section on Sub-Group Comparisons were tested statistically as to 
whether the groups would best be described by an Individual or a com­
bined regression. Statistical test results are recorded in Table IX.
After rejecting both hypotheses in comparing all individual 
regression functions, cooperative and non-cooperative state groups 
were compared. Tests indicated that non-cooperative drying and
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Table IX. Statistical Comparison of Commercial Rice Dryer Total Dry­
ing and Storage Cost Regression Functions. .i/
Results
Dryer Sub-group Comparison H n  o H #2 o
Cooperative and Non- 
cooperative
Ownership Groups by 
State Reject** Reject*
Cooperative Louisiana vs Texas Reject** Reject**
Non-cooperative Louisiana vs Texas Fail to 
reject “ 2/
Combined Non-cooperative 
vs Louisiana Cooperative Reject** Reject**
Combined Non-cooperative 
vs Texas Cooperative
Fail to 
reject - 2/
_1/ Statistical tests and calculated values for total, within,
and sum of individual sums of squares are in Appendix C.
2/ Hypothesis #2 was tested only if hypothesis #1 was re­
jected.
* .05 level or less than 5 in 100 chance the differences
could be due to random variation.
** .01 level or less than 1 in 100 chance the differences
could be due to random variation.
storage costs would be estimated best by one regression line. Louisi­
ana and Texas cooperative dryers produced significantly different re­
gression functions.
Among commercial drying and storage firms, operations, buildings, 
and equipment were very similar. Therefore, the combined non-coopera­
tive group was compared with individual groups from each state. One
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regression function was indicated for estimating drying and storage 
costs of Texas cooperative and all non-cooperative facilities. Loui­
siana cooperative drying and storage cost observations produced a 
statistically different regression function.
The observed cost and output relationship provides some indi­
cation as to why Louisiana cooperative dryer costs produced a differ­
ent regression function. Unadjusted cost components per hundredweight 
(cwt.) of rice dried and stored show Louisiana cooperative depreciation 
expenses as relatively high compared to facilities of similar size 
(Appendix B, Tables IV and V).  ^ Also, capacity used was relatively 
low, especially among the larger Louisiana cooperative firms.
For commercial drying and storage costs, the regression func­
tions were as follows:
Symbols used:
Y - total costs
bQ • constant value or vertical axis intercept
b, ■ X, coefficient or the change in total cost
1...n 1....n °
accompanied by a one unit change in the corresponding 
X value.
X^ ■ hundredweight (cwt.) or rice dried
X_ - cwt. of rice stored 
2
X^ - cwt. of excess drying capacity
X^ “ cwt. of excess storage capacity
^Personal observations were that the large Louisiana coopera­
tive firms did not generally have single (or connecting) large unit 
facilities.
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X^ - X ^2 or (cwt. of rice dried)2
X ■ mean value of aggregate capacity in cwt.
s„ ■ standard error of the estimate 
h
(1) Texas Cooperative and All Non-cooperative Comnercial Rice 
Dryers
Y - bo + b ^  + b2x2 + b3x3 + bA
Y - 3714 + .259830X. f .0897467Xo + .165826X, + .0231953X,1 2  3 4
n = 4 2  degrees of freedom = 37
R - .978092 R2 = .9496
sE = 8377 X - 217698 
Capacity range 60,000 to 400,000 cwt.
(2) Louisiana Cooperative Consnercial Rice Dryers
Y - b - b.X, b„X„ + b„X_ + b,X, + b.X,o 1 1  2 2  3 3  4 4  5 5
Y - 14495 - .0841590X1 + .155961X2 + .217594X3 + .0279913X4 +
.00000144130X5
n * 2 1  degrees of freedom - 15
R = .977010 R2 - .9546
Bp - 4738 X = 219109£
Capacity range 80,000 to 280,000 cwt.
Long run total drying and storage cost functions were computed 
from the preceding regression equations by adjusting the excess capacity 
variables to a value of aero. Drying and storage output volumes were 
assumed equal, varying only in fixed proportion to one another. Table X 
shows the total costs estimated from the separate commercial dryer
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Table X. Comaercial Cost Regression Estimates by Group and Size of 
Drying Facility: Adjusted to 100 Per Cent of Capacity.1/
Average
Total Cost Standard Error
Group_____________________ Size_____ Cost_____ per Cwt.____ Average CostjJ
Cwt. Dollars Dollars Dollars
Texas Cooperative and
All Non-cooperative
Dryers 60,000 24,688 0.411 +0.08
Do. 80,000 31,680 0. 396 +0.08
Do. 96,000 37,273 0.388 +0.08
Do. 120,000 45,664 0. 381 +0.08
Do. 136,000 51,257 0. 377 40.08
Do. 160,000 59,646 0. 373 +0.08
Do. 176,000 65,239 0. 371 40.08
Do. 200,000 73,629 0.368 40.08
Do. 216,000 79,222 0.367 40.08
Do. 240,000 87,612 0.365 +0.08
Do. 256,000 93,205 0.364 40.08
Do. 280,000 101,595 0.363 +0.08
Do. 320,000 115,579 0.361 +0.08
Do. 336,000 121,171 0.3606 +0.08
Do. 360,000 129,562 0. 360 +0.08
Do. 376,000 135,154 0. 359 +0.08
Do. 400,000 143,544 0. 359 +0.08
Louisiana Cooperative
Dryers 80,000 29,481 0.369 40.04
Do. 84,000 30,717 0.366 +0.04
Do. 88,000 31,996 0.363 40.04
Do. 92,000 33,323 0.362 +0.04
Do. 96,000 34,697 0.3614 40.04
Do. 100,000 36,116 0.3612 40.04
Do. 104,000 37,582 0.3614 40.04
Do. 108,000 39,094 0. 362 +0.04
Do. 112,000 40,652 0.363 40.04
Do. 116,000 42,256 0.364 +0.04
Do. 120,000 43,906 0.366 +0.04
Do. 140,000 52,851 0.377 +0.04
Do. 160,000 62,953 0.393 +0.04
Do. 180,000 74,209 0.412 +0.04
Do. 200,000 86,620 0.433 40.04
(Continued next page)
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Table X. (Continued)
Group Size
Total
Cost
Average 
Cost 
per Qwt.
Standard Error 
Average Cost 1J
Cwt. Dollars Dollars Dollars
Louisiana Cooperative
Dryers (cont'd) 220,000 100,187 0.455 +0.04
Do. 240,000 114,910 0.479 +0.04
Do. 260,000 130,786 0.503 40.04
Do. 280,000 147,818 0.528 +0.04
_1 / Actual costs were adjusted to 100 per cent capacity utiliza­
tion for each facility by setting a zero value for the ex­
cess capacity variables in the regression functions.
2/ As pointed out in Chapter III, the confidence interval com­
puted for estimates from a regression function is moBt ac­
curate at the mean of the output variable. The standard 
error for average costs was computed at the capacity mean 
on the total cost function and was assumed to be constant 
along the length of each average cost curve. The .05 con­
fidence level was used.
regression functions and average costs derived from corresponding total 
costs. After being derived from the standard error of the estimate for 
total costs at the capacity mean value, the standard error for average 
costs was assumed constant for all average costs (Table X), However, 
there would be slightly reduced accuracy at the extremities of a cost 
function due to the increased confidence interval the farther estimated 
values were from the capacity mean. The total and average cost functions 
were plotted in Figures 15 and 16, respectively.
Total Coat 
• ($1_,000)
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Figure 15. Long Run Total Drying and Storage Cost Functions for 
Commercial Firms.
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Figure 16. Long Run Average Drying and Storage Cost Functions for 
Coassercial Firms.
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Evaluation of Individual Commercial Drying 
and Storage Cost Functions
As capacity increased for commercial rice dryers, the cost be­
havior varied from constant returns to decreasing returns to scale 
(Figure 16, Table X). When listed by capacity, the number and type 
of cost observations should give some background for evaluation of 
the cost functions (Table XI). All functions produced a statistically 
significant "R" value which measures the degree of association between 
total cost and output.
Table XI. Distribution of Commercial Rice Dryer Observations by Capa­
city Group (1959-1961).
Capacity in Hundredweight
Dryer Group
Up to 
124.999
125,GOO- 
249. 999
250,GOO- 
374.000
375,000 
and Over Total
■ Number -
Cooperative
Louisiana 3 9 9 0 21
Texas 0 6 0 9 15
Total 3 15 9 9 36
Non-cooperative
Louisiana 6 6 0 0 12
Texas 9 6 0 0 15
Total 15 12 0 0 27
Total 18 27 9 9 63
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Texas Cooperatives Plus All Non-cooperative Rice Dryers
A linear total drying and storage cost function best described 
the cost-output observations for Texas cooperative and all non-cooper­
ative dryers. Although the capacities included extend from 60,000 to
400,000 cwt., the observations are fairly evenly distributed by capa­
city group.
Average costs derived from the total cost function decline as 
capacity increases, becoming almost parallel to the horizontal axis 
at $0,359 per cwt. as the capacity level approaches 400,000 cwt.
(Table X). Based on the computed standard error for average costs 
with 95 per cent probability, costs are estimated within + $0.08 per 
cwt.
Louisiana Cooperative Rice Dryers
A positive coefficient for the squared term in the total drying 
and storage cost function indicates increasing costs at larger capa­
cities. Firms providing cost-output observations had capacities rang­
ing from 80,000 to 280,000 cwt. Firms were most numerous in the range 
from 125,000 to 249,000 cwt. However, according to the average cost 
function, the least cost size would be at 100,000 cwt. in the capacity 
range with the smallest number of observations.
For this group, the average cost curve reaches a minimum of $0.36 
per cwt. at 100,000 cwt. capacity, rising continuously thereafter (Table 
X and Figure 16). Average costs are estimated within + $0.04 when 95 
per cent probability is applied to the standard error (Table X).
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Per Unit Costs from Firm Accounting Statements
In Appendix B, summary tables show unadjusted commercial dryer 
cost components per hundredweight by size and per cent of capacity 
used. Firm accounting and output records were used In connection with 
size as defined in this study. Observations were aggregated by type 
ownership and state.
From the summary tables the individual cost components can be 
analyzed. Depreciation, the large constant cost Item, is relatively 
high among firms which did not use over 50 per cent of capacity. Also,
the wage expense reflects the influence of excess capacity. Both the
components and the total of the unadjusted costs at commercial facili­
ties suggest that the size of many of the firms Is not in proportion 
to present output.
Comparison of Commercial Drying 
and Storage Cost Functions
Figure 16 displays the long run average cost curves for the
commercial dryer groups. The cost function for Texas cooperative
plus all non-cooperative dryers declines to a $0,359 per unit cost 
but only at extremely large output and capacity levels (Table X).
For this group, the estimated average cost curve indicates that larger 
capacities and outputs give slightly lower costs. However, a few 
small firms Included in this group had accounting statement costs per 
unit equal to or lower than the largest firms (Appendix B, Tables IV 
and V).
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According to a 95 per cent probability standard error of the 
estimate, average costs could vary within +$0.08 at any point on the 
Texas cooperative and all non-cooperative dryer function. At capa­
city and output levels below 100,000 cwt., the estimated total cost 
function could include the small firms in question. With a linear 
total cost function indicating constant increases in costs with in­
creased scale, small firms could easily have the same average costs 
as much larger firms.
The cost function for Louisiana cooperatives gives additional 
evidence of equally low cost among small firms. The minimum average 
cost of $0,361 is attained at 100,000 cwt. capacity and output (Table 
X). This is only $0,002 higher than the average cost at 400,000 cwt. 
derived from the total cost function for Texas cooperative and all 
non-cooperative dryers. Observed differences in unadjusted drying 
and storage costs should explain some of the Increasing cost as firm 
size increased among Louisiana cooperatives.
In Appendix B, Tables IV and V, there are obvious reasons for 
the estimating regression functions derived. Per unit accounting 
statement costs are equally low for several firms in separate groups. 
However, there are some of these firms on opposite ends of the capa­
city range. Generally all the low cost firms were operating at the 
same rate of capacity utilization.
One of the long run average cost curves estimated for the sep­
arate commercial dryer groups shows a minimum cost ($0,361) at
100,000 hundredweight (cwt.) with increasing average costs at larger
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capacities (AC, Louisiana cooperatives in Figure 16). The other 
commercial dryer long run average cost curve shows costs declining 
to a practically identical average cost ($0,359) at 400,000 cwt. 
capacity (AC Texas cooperatives and all non-cooperatives, Figure 16). 
Although the average cost curves seem to show different cost-output 
relationships, there is an explanation for such cost behavior among 
similar firms.
The Corkscrew Average Cost Curve Theory
The firm growth hypotehsis advanced by Leibenstein is the 
concept that a long run cost curve may be a series of waves, not 
continuously declining to a minimum before increasing. As firms in­
crease in size, some fixed factors may be added to the plant only in 
large increments. In other words, some factors can be increased only 
by duplication, not by division. Through this technique, there is 
explanation of a few small firms competing with and realizing as 
large profits as very large firms in the same industry. Leibenstein 
introduced the "Corkscrew"cost curve (Figure 17) to show how firms 
could logically choose varying size plants in the long run. Firms 
could find themselves in an Inefficient plant when output had not 
increased sufficiently to justify duplicating the non-divisible fac­
tors . ^
^Harvey Leibenstein, Economic Theory and Organization Analysis 
(New fork: Harper & Brothers, 1960), pp. 297-298.
Cos t per
Unit ($)
LRAC
0 A B C Output
Figure 17. A "Corkscrew" Long Run Average Cost Curve.
Source: Harvey Leibenstein, Economic Theory and Organi­
zational Analysis (New York: Harper & Brothers,
1960), p. 290.
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For example, consider outputs A, B, and C on the horizontal 
axis in Figure 17. The assumption is made that even in the long run 
there is at least one fixed factor and that it can be increased only 
by duplication. Thus, there may be only equal size, whole units of 
the fixed factor in a plant. Also, assume that outputs beyond 
point B can be produced only by duplicating the fixed factor.
Up to output A, firms would experience increasing returns to
scale as the fixed factor is more fully utilized. However, between
A and B, firms set up to produce output A are overcrowding their
♦
fixed factor. By reproducing a whole unit of the fixed factor, lower 
costs can be realized at outputs larger than B up to C. Beyond output 
level C, costs would again Increase until another unit of the indi­
visible factor was added. However, costs would not Increase to equal 
the peak at B, and the firms would have more flexibility as size in­
creased.
The "corkscrew" cost curve theory suggests an explanation for 
the observed cost-output relationships for commercial rice dryers. 
Becauae there are wide ranges in capacity included in the sample, the 
cost functions derived may not demonstrate all the undulations of the 
theoretical "corkscrew" curve. Also, the flexibility at larger capa­
cities would tend to smooth the peaks and valleys. However, the 
"corkscrew" theory offers plausible explanation of the economy of 
scale curves for commercial rice dryers.
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Comparison of Average Costs for Farm and 
Commercial Rice Dryers
In direct comparison of the average costs derived from the 
estimating regression functions, farm facilities have lower costs 
at relatively small output levels of drying and storage operations.
As shown in Figure 18, the farm dryer average costs reach their mini­
mum at capacities which are very small when compared to the mean of 
the commercial firm capacity range. Although attaining lower costs, 
as estimated in this study, farm dryers are limited to sizes that 
will accomaodate only one or two producers.
The highest cost farm drying and storage facility, buildings 
with bulk bins, reached a minimum average cost of $0.34 at 16,000 
cwt. capacity (Table VII). Other farm facility minimum average cost 
and capacity combinations were as follows: round bulk bin dryers --
$0,246 to $0.26 at 10,000 cwt., Texas multipass dryers -- $0,283 at
44,000 cwt., and Louisiana multipass dryers -- $0,197 at 24,000 cwt. 
(Table VII).
Commercial facility average costs were $0.36 at the capacity 
level of 100,000 cwt. and again at 400,000 cwt. The standard errors 
for average costs associated with the commercial facility regression 
functions indicated a band of possible variation. At any of the ca­
pacity levels Included, firm average costs could have been $0.36 or 
below (Table X).
The commercial dryer regression functions estimate the cost of 
providing drying and storage services in equal amounts. Since farm
Cost per
Owt. ($)
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.50
Legend to Farm Average Cost Curves
A - Louisiana Bound Bulk Bln and Multipass
B - Texas Round Bulk Bin
C - Texas Multipass
D - All Bldgs. with Bulk Bins
(See Figure 14, page 90,for a clearer picture of 
fans dryer costs.)
,AC
Louisiana Coop.
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Texas Coop, and all 
Non-coop.
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Figure 18. Comparison of Long Run Average Cost Curves for Farm and Consaerclal Rice Dryers.
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facilities perform drying and storage as a single function, commercial 
firm costs were estimated on the same basis for comparison. However, 
commercial firms have a drying output separate from storage. Therefore, 
commercial total cost functions contain coefficients for both drying 
and storage because independent variables were included for them.
Because comnercial firms did not produce drying and storage ser­
vices in equal volumes, per unit accounting costs are lower than the 
estimated average costs at equal capacity levels (Appendix B, Tables 
IV and V). In actual operations, comnercial firms provided drying 
services as their major function. The ratio of drying output to stor­
age output was observed to range from 2 to 1 through 10 to 1 and 
higher.
If storage output were restricted in the estimating function, 
the derived cost-output relationship would more nearly approach the 
actual comnercial operations. To accomplish this, average cost curves 
for commercial dryers were computed with storage output at 100, 50, 
and 25 per cent of drying output. The resulting average cost curves 
were plotted in Figure 19 and were identified by letter for each 
group and output combination represented. Louisiana cooperative aver­
age cost curves were labeled: A -- drying and storage output equal
or 100 per cent (7.); B -- drying 1007. and storage 507.; C -- drying 
100% and storage 25%. Texas cooperative and all non-cooperative 
average cost curves were labeled: D -- drying and storage output
equal or 100%; E -- drying 100% and storage 50%; F —  drying 100% 
and storage 25%.
Cost per
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Average Cost Louisiana Cooperatives:
Average Cost Louisiana Cooperatives:
Average Cost Louisiana Cooperatives: Drying 100%, Storage
Average Cost Texas Cooperatives and all Non-cooperatives: 
Average Cost Texas Cooperatives anc all Non-cooperatives: 
Average Cost Texas Cooperatives and all Non-cooperatives:
Drying and Storage Equal (100%). 
Drying 100%, Storage 50%.
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100%, Storage 25%.
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Figure 19. Comnercial Finn Average Costs with Storage Output at 25, 50, and 100 Per cent of Drying 
Output.
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With storage output restricted, the estimated commercial aver­
age costs approximate the actual case more closely. However, the 
minimum costs were lowered only to $0.24 and $0.29 per cwt. for the 
respective commercial dryer groups (Curves C and F, Figure 19). Even 
with this modification, only the building with bulk bln farm facility 
type has a decidedly higher minimum average cost ($0.34 per cwt., as 
shown in Table VII). However, for comparison comnercial firm costs 
will still include equal amounts of drying and storage services.
The "corkscrew" cost curve theory mentioned earlier seems to 
apply to both farm and commercial rice drying and storage firms. That 
is, very small firms can have equally low or lower average costs than 
much larger firms. Assuming that all firms could sell their services 
for the same price, the small firms would be earning profits equal to 
those of large firms in the same industry. As estimated in Figure 18, 
the economy of scale curves for commercial dryers do not show lower 
minimum cost points than farm rice drying and storage firms.
Many factors indicate that economies of increased size are 
realized within a narrow capacity range for rice drying and storage.
Farm facilities are very small relative to the largest commercial facil­
ities. However, the farm firms perform the same functions at relatively 
small output levels with average costs lower than much larger commercial 
firms.
In estimating the economy of scale curves, the commercial firms 
had a disadvantage in one respect. The commercial facility cost obser­
vations were collected from firms with relatively uniform excess
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capacity. Excess capacity is currently common among almost all com­
mercial firms. To estimate the true economy of scale curve, some 
firms providing cost information should approach using 100 per cent 
of drying and storage capacity.
Among the farm facilities, there were a few firms in each 
group that used more than 75 per cent of their capacity. As displayed 
in Appendix fi, Tables I - III, the farm cost observations were drawn 
from firms with widely varying capacity use. Thus, the estimated farm 
cost functions are probably more consistent with the real world. One 
evidence is the relative size of the total cost standard errors of the 
estimate as compared to the ones for commercial dryers.
Evaluation of Drying and Storage Service Quality
Multipass rice dryers have been used for drying combine har­
vested green rice since 1940. However, the bulk bin drying system 
is a relatively late innovation in rice drying. Since the two drying 
systems employ basically different techniques, the rice industry is 
interested in an objective comparison of the drying results. The affect 
on rice quality is an important consideration In evaluating performance 
of both the rice drying and storage functions.
Regardless of the cost advantages of either the multipass or 
bulk bin drying technique, the dry rice produced must be of comparable 
quality and value, or the producer may suffer a loss In income equal to 
or greater than the saving in drying cost. Also, once the rice is 
satisfactorily dried, the quality must be maintained during the storage
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period. Since drying results must be of an equal quality to compare 
operating costs, it was necessary to determine the relative quality 
and value of rice dried and stored in both multipass and stationary 
bulk bin systems.
Sampling Procedure
In previous work on drying results with bulk bin dryers, 
samples were taken from 41 units in 1954-55 and from 10 units in 
1955-56.^ Samples were taken from several bins at each facility as 
follows: (1) from the green rice at the beginning of the drying
period; (2) at the end of the drying period; and (3) at the end of 
a storage period. Since the rice was under government loan, the 
three-sample series was readily obtained from most of the bina 
sampled.
Factors considered in the above-mentioned study were change 
in grade and milling yield, irrespective of variety. Although 
weather conditions during drying caused variation between years, no 
significant Iobs in quality was observed in either year. However, 
there was no publication of an estimate of bulk bin quality varia­
tion to permit determining a sample size with a given degree of ac­
curacy .
At the Initiation of this study in 1959, the storage practices 
at bulk bln facilities had changed since the 1954-56 period. Also,
R. J. Hildreth and J. W. Sorenson, Jr., On-Farm Drying and 
Storage of Rice in Texas, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bul­
letin 865, July, 1957, pp. 8-10.
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a comparison was to be made between quality of multipass and bulk 
bin facility samples. Since the purpose was to compare relative 
quality as accurately as possible, it was decided that as many dry­
ing and storage samples as feasible should be obtained from the two 
systems in each year (1959-1961). The only restriction was that an 
approximately equal number of samples would be obtained from each 
system.
Time and distance were the most limiting factors in obtain­
ing stationary bulk bin dryer samples. Since the units were widely 
scattered on individual farms, it was difficult to take a large num­
ber of samples from separate bulk bln units in one harvest season. 
Also, often only two or three days harvesting will supply a season's 
drying and storage volume for a bulk bin facility, limiting the time 
when a green sample could be obtained.
Due to the nature of multipass operations, samples were more 
easily obtained. All commercial dryers operated multipass drying 
units. During harvest they received green rice each day from several 
producers. Multipass dryer samples were obtained in approximately the 
same number, area, and date to correspond with stationary bulk bin 
samples taken.
At both bulk bin and multipass facilities a representative 
sample of freshly harvested green rice was obtained from a lot or bln 
number for which the Identity could be maintained throughout the dry­
ing process. The green rice was the control sample from that lot and 
was spread to dry on a stationary screen in an enclosed room with no
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artificial heat or aeration, It was assumed that the screen method 
of drying would not cause any quality change in the rice, When the 
control sample rice dried to 13,0 per cent moisture content, it was 
graded at a 1, S, Department of Agriculture (U.S.D.A.) grading office.
A test sample was taken from each sample lot as soon as arti­
ficial drying was completed at the commercial and farm drying and 
storage facilities, U.S.D.A. grade certificates were obtained on 
test samples for comparison with the corresponding control samples,
If the specified lot of rice remained in storage at the facility for 
approximately three months, a second test sample was taken and graded 
for comparison,
Varieties of rice samples were classified into groups by ac­
cepted trade and milling characteristics, Medium grain rice included 
the Nato, Zenith, Magnolia, and Gulf Rose varieties, The long grain 
group included all Patna varieties plus Blue Bonnet and Toro, Table 
XII shows the number of samples obtained by variety group, year, and 
drying system.
Statistical Comparison
Analysis of covariance was used to test for significant differ­
ences in quality and value of rice samples, The samples were grouped 
by multipass and stationary bulk bln drying and storage units. The 
criteria chosen were the relative change in grade, milling yield, and 
value between the control and test samples from each lot of rice. 
Analysis of covariance tests only the degree of change between control
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Table XII, Number of Rice Samples Compared for Grade, Milling Yield, 
and Value, by Variety Group, Year, and Drying System.
Year and Sample Lons Grain Medium Grain
Comparison I' Multipass| Stationary Multipass ;Stationary
Number Number Number Number
1959
Y1 44 46 6 9
h 11 28 1 3
1980
Y1
h
81 75 37 22
28 31 9 11
1961
Y1 75 58 34 7
19 28 5 2
TOTAL
Y1 200 179 77 38
Y2 58 93 15 16
1/ Y| is the number of facility dried samples (test #1) com­
pared to control samples, Yj is the number of samples dried 
in facilities and stored for three months (test #2) compared 
to the control samples
and test giving the probability of the observed differences occurring 
due to random sampling variation, By separately aggregating samples 
from multipass and stationary systems, the mean or average change as 
well as the degree of variation in change was compared,
The Cotmnodlty Credit Corporation (C.C.C.) support price was 
assumed to represent the value of the rice when sampled. Support 
prices were computed from the quality factors on the grade certificate,
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By comparing the control and corresponding test samples, the value 
changes In both the drying and storage stages could be evaluated.
The sample grade and milling yield were reflected in the support 
price and they were analyzed separately to determine the quality 
changes influencing value.
For the long grain group, comparisons of changes from control 
to test samples were made between multipass and bulk bln systems for 
each year. However, no comparisons were made between samples aggre­
gated from all three years because there were differences in rice 
quality from year to year as well as changes in the number of samples 
collected from each system.
Medium grain rice sample changes were compared only for 1960, 
because there were small and disproportionate numbers of samples 
from multipass and bulk bin facilities in 1959 and 1961. Relatively 
few bulk bin facilities dried medium grain rice because of difficul­
ties experienced. Several owners of bulk bin dryers stated that they 
had sustained losses in quality and sale value in drying medium grain 
rice with aeration only. Also, there were relatively fewer acres 
planted to medium grain varieties than to long grain varieties.
Table XIII shows the mean or average difference between long 
grain control and test samples by drying system for 1959, 1960, and 
1961. Factors compared in terms of relative change are the U.S.D.A. 
grade, milling yield in whole kernels, and computed values using C.C.C. 
support prices. The direction of change is indicated by a plus or 
minus. When the relative degree of dispersion about the sample factor
Table XIII. Long Grain Rice Sample Comparisons of Change from Control to Test for Multipass and Stationary 
Bulk Bin Drying Systems (1959, 1960, and 1961).
1959 1960 1961
Sample Comparison Jfciltipass Bulk Bin Miltipass Bulk Bin Multipass Bulk Bin
Control vs Facility Dried 
Number of Observations
(Yi)
44 46 81 75 75 58
Grade
Mean Difference -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 0 +0.2 -0.3
F-ratio (and error) 0.76(1.32) 0.81(0.74) 1.15(1.3)
Milling Yield
Mean Difference -3.01 -3. 74 -0.62 +0.70 -11.51 -5.94
F-ratio (and error) 0.001(1.42) 1.1(0 .20) 7.63**(3.23)
Value .
Mean Difference -0.20 -0.40 +0.01 +0.06 -0 . 86 -0.55
F~ratio (and error) 1.4(1.14) 4.27*(0.08) 4.67*(2.87)
Control vs Facility Dried 
Number of Observations
and Stored (Y2) 
11 28 28 37 19 28
Grade
Mean Difference +0.1 -0.8 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.3
F-ratio (and error) 4.63*(1.49) 1.43(0.65) * " 0.75(0.80) “ “
(Continued next page)
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Table XIII. (Continued)
1959 1960 1961
Sample Comparison Multipass Bulk Bin feiltipass Bulk Bln Multipass Bulk Bln
Milling Yield 
Mean Difference 
F-ratio (and error)
-0.27 40.90
0.25(0.21)
+2.64 +4.12 
6.99*(0.18)
-7.42 +0.52
2.58(0.41)
Value
Mean Difference 
F-ratio (and error)
+0.08
1.66(1.02)
-0.08 +0.214
0.97(0.10)
+0.195 -0.30 -0.001 
1.15(0.16)
*In t « m  of discrete grades 1 through 6.
2 7The F ratio Is given followed by the error mean square (s*) In parentheses.
In terms of pounds of whole kernels milled from 100 pounds of dried rough rice.
^In terms of cents per cwt. as indicated by C.C.C. support price.
*.05 significance level or a probability of less than 5 in 100 that observed differences were 
due to random sampling variation.
**.01 significance level or a probability of less than 1 in 100 that observed differences were 
due to random sampling variation.
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means is statistically different, the calculated "F" ratio is marked 
with an asterisk. Table XIV shows the comparison of medium grain 
rice samples for 1960.
The mean values for the factors analyzed may differ consid­
erably between multipass and bulk bin samples for any one year. How­
ever, it is the degree of variation among sample observations about 
the mean for each system that determines the statistical significance. 
The acceptance level for significance was set at a probability of less 
than 5 in 100 that the observed differences could be due to random 
sampling variation. The probability of acceptance is set at such a 
high level to avoid reaching a false conclusion.
Results of the Statistical Analysis
In drying long grain rice, statistically significant differ­
ences were indicated most often in favor of bulk bln facilities (Table 
XIII). At the end of the drying period, bulk bin systems showed super­
ior results in terms of sample value in 1960 and 1961. Also, in 1961, 
relatively better milling yields from bulk bin dried samples were sta­
tistically significant at the end of the drying period.
In all three years at the end of the storage period there was 
no statistically significant difference in value of long grain rice 
samples from the two drying systems (Table XIII). In 1959, the grade 
of multipass stored samples was statistically superior while milling 
yield was superior for bulk bln stored samples In 1960. However, the 
differences in the quality factors did not change the value of stored 
samples enough to cause a statistically significant difference.
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Table XIV, Medium Grain Rice Sample Comparisons of Change From Control 
to Test for Multipass and Stationary Bulk Bln Drying Sys­
tems (1960 only).
Dryer System
Sample Comparisons Multipass Stationary Bulk Bin
Control vs. Facility Dried (Y^)
Number of Observations 37 22
Grade
Mean Difference .1/ - 0 . 1 -0.4
F-ratio 2/ 0.54(1.09) --
Milling Yield 
Mean Difference -3.23 +1.57
F-ratio -- 11.4**(3.08)
Value
Mean Difference — ' 1 o o
 
1—- +0.04
F-ratio -- 4.06*(0.07)
Control vs Facility Dried and Stored <Y2>
Number of Observations 9 11
Grade . 
Mean Difference — -0.3 -0.3
F-ratio 0.001(1.41)
Milling Difference 
Mean Difference — +1.44 +3.57
F-ratio 2.57(1.41)
Value
Mean Difference +0.165 +0.115
F-ratio 1.67(6.24) - —
_1 / In terms of discrete grades 1 through 6,
2/ The F-ratio is given followed by the error mean square (s^) in 
parentheses.
_3/ In terms of pounds of whole milled kernels from 100 pounds of 
dried rough rice,
4/ In terms of cents per cwt. as indicated by C.C.C. support price 
computed from a U.S.D.A. sample certificate.
* .05 significance level or a probability of less than 5 in 100
that observed differences were due to random sampling variation.
** .01 significance level or a probability of less than 1 in 100 
that observed differences were due to random sampling variation.
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Medium grain rice samples In 1960 showed favorable results for 
bulk bln facilities at the end of the drying period (Table XIV). Su­
perior value and milling yield of bulk bin dried samples were statis­
tically significant after drying. However, at the end of the storage 
period there were no significant differences in any of the quality 
and value factors.
Since statistically significant differences either changed 
from one factor to another or disappeared during the storage period, 
the influence of time on rice quality and value should be considered. 
The drying period in bulk bin systems may extend from 21 to 42 days 
or longer, while multipass facilities normally dry a lot of rice in 
3 to 7 days. Bulk bln facility samples were in the drying process 
several days longer than multipass samples and had a relatively longer 
time before quality analysis. Significant differences in quality or 
value at the end of the drying period may have been due in part to 
time, not entirely to the drying system itself.
Mr. F. T. Wratten, Professor, Department of Agricultural 
Engineering, Louisiana State University, reported (from other research) 
that milling quality was erratic up to 7 days after laboratory heated- 
air drying similar to the multipass system procedure. From 7 to 23 
days after drying, there was an appreciable increase in milling qual­
ity. However, from 23 to 40 days, there was only a slight increase
Q
in milling results. No changes in grade were observed over time.
g
Personal conversation about rice milling work held with Mr.
F. T. Wratten, Professor, Department of Agricultural Engineering, 
Louisiana State University.
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Mr. Wratten*s observation of Improvement in milling results 
of multipass dried samples should explain the significant differ­
ences observed in milling yield at the end of the drying period 
(Tables XIII and XIV). In this study, multipass facility dried 
samples were submitted to quality analysis within 7 to 14 days after 
harvest and almost immediately after drying. Thus, no improvement 
in milling quality due to aging was possible for the multipass samples. 
On the other hand, bulk bin facility samples were in a gradual drying 
process extending from 21 to 42 days, and there was ample time for the 
rice to reach the optimum stage for milling. The relatively poor 
showing in milling yield and value of multipass samples at the end of 
the drying period could have been due to lack of aging in the rice. 
(Value is determined primarily by milling yield with a fixed premium 
or discount for each specific grade.)
At the end of the storage period, all rice samples had aged 
longer than the time in which milling quality had been observed to 
improve. Stored samples from both systems showed improvement in the 
mean value for milling yield. Also, there were no significant differ­
ences in value of stored rice samples from bulk bin and multipass 
dryers.
After considering the influence of time on sample results, the 
quality and value of rice dried in bulk bin and multipass systems were 
assumed to be equal. Although bulk bins required a longer time period 
for the drying process, the rice was dried acceptably. Also, quality 
was maintained through a storage period.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In 1920, when combine harvesting wAs introduced for small grains, 
rice harvesting did not change from the binder-thresher method because 
no satisfactory bulk grain drying system was available. A bulk drying 
system was important because rice moisture content at the optimum har­
vesting stage is about 20 per cent, while 12 per cent is the optimum 
storage moisture content. If the lower costs of combine harvesting 
and bulk handling were to be realized for rice, artificial drying and 
bulk storage facilities were needed.
Effective multipass drying systems for bulk rice were developed 
in 1940. There followed a rapid change to combine harvesting and arti­
ficial drying in bulk. The transition from the binder-thresher method 
of rice harvesting was almost complete by 1950.
Multipass drying facilities constructed were relatively large 
commercial units in centralized locations. Many firms were owned by 
producer cooperatives. Initially drying facilities were established 
in connection with existing sack storage firms and had bulk holding 
space adequate for drying operations only. As more rice was combine 
harvested, additional bulk storage facilities were needed.
Rice production Increased substantially each year between 1945 
and 1954. Although comnercial firms were able to supply the volume
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of drying services demanded, there was not enough storage space. As 
a result, producers were unable to hold their crop off the market, 
and during this period rice prices were depressed In the main harvest 
months of August and September.
Beginning about 1948, a few rice producers erected relatively 
small individual drying and storage facilities on their farms. The 
farm units were installed because commercial capacity was inadequate 
for orderly marketing. However, in effect they were competing with 
commercial firms in reducing their potential volume. In addition to 
representing a change in location of drying and storage facilities, 
most of the farm units had a bulk bin drying system which dried rice 
by aeration only as the rice remained stationary covering a perforated 
floor. This was basically different from the multipass drying system 
used by commercial firms.
Subsequent to rice producers' approval of production controls 
for the 1955 crop, demand for comnercial drying and storage declined. 
Some of the commercial capacity constructed during the 1945 to 1954 
period was not needed at a reduced output. With excess capacity com­
mercial firm per unit costs increased rapidly because of the relatively 
large fixed cost of drying and storage facilities.
Operating costs from farm and commercial facilities were esti­
mated at full capacity to determine how the maximum amount of drying 
and storage services could be provided for minimum costa. Differences 
in the flrma analysed were: (1) location - farm and commercial; and 
(2) drying system - bulk bln and multipass. If, by using their excess
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capacity, comnercial firms could minimize costs, charges to producers 
could be lowered and the entire rice industry would benefit. Also, 
consideration was given to minimizing costs through changing drying 
system, size, and location of drying and storage facilities.
The objectives of the study were as follows:
1. To determine the most efficient (least cost) output and 
size for rice drying and storage facilities.
2. To determine the most efficient drying system as size and 
output level change.
3. To determine the influence of cooperative ownership on 
commercial drying and storage facility costs.
4. To determine the influence of the drying and storage sys­
tem on rice quality.
The objectives were accomplished through a cost study of drying 
and storage operations of a cross-section of firms in Louisiana and 
Texas. After defining the universe of firms, a sample size was deter­
mined to give the desired accuracy. A random sample was drawn for the 
study and operating costs were obtained from the sample firms for three 
consecutive years (1959-1961). During the same years, rice samples 
were obtained from many of the sample facilities as well as others to 
test the relative quality of rice dried in bulk bln and multipass dry­
ers .
Since accounting procedures varied from firm to firm, cost ob­
servations were standardized, especially fixed costs. Depreciation 
cost was determined using original building cost and a suggested U. S.
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Internal Revenue Service schedule of rates based on building struc­
ture and equipment use. Interest cost was assigned each firm based 
on a rate of 6 per cent on one-half of the original cost of fixed 
facilities.
Equipment capacityuas estimated based on manufacturers' 
recommendations of maximum output rate. It was assumed that a maxi­
mum output rate could be maintained only during the peak of rice 
harvesting. Thus, seasonal capacity was defined in terms of green 
rice receipts.
Cost observations were obtained from each of the different 
drying and storage firm organizations. Least squares regression 
analysis was used to estimate the long run total cost curves. The 
long run average cost curves (or economy of scale curves) were de­
rived from the total cost curves to show how costs per unit of out­
put respond to changes in scale (or size).
The regression model contained total cost as a dependent vari­
able. Independent variables were output of drying and storage services 
plus a measure of excess capacity. By including excess capacity vari­
ables, firm operating costs were estimated at full capacity. With all 
firms adjusted to full capacity, operating costs may be estimated more 
consistently.
Evaluation of Results and Hypotheses
When discussing hypotheses formulated in Chapter I, results of 
the cost and quality analyses are Interpreted in terms of accepting or 
rejecting each hypothesis. Both subjective and unmeasured factors are
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considered in addition to the estimated average cost of performing 
the drying and storage function. An objective evaluation is made 
of all the hypotheses. The Interpretation Includes the differences 
observed in organization, operation, and output level of firms.
Statistical analysis of variance tests were used to determine 
whether individual or combined regression functions should be formed. 
The resulting functions are identified in the discussion.
Hypothesis #1: At the optimum rate of output, multipass rice 
dryers have lower per unit costs than stationary bulk bin dryers.
Based on the average costs estimated for Louisiana and Texas 
farm dryers, the hypothesis was accepted. For regression analysis, 
farm dryers were divided into groups based on construction and drying 
technique by state. The individual regressions were combined when 
indicated by statistical tests. The following farm dryer groups had 
separate cost functions: (1) buildings with bulk bln dryers; (2)
Louisiana round bulk bln and multipass dryers; (3) Texas round bulk 
bin dryers; and (4) Texas multipass dryers.
Louisiana farm multipass drying and storage units had an aver­
age cost of $0,197 at 24,000 hundredweight (cwt.) capacity (Table VII, 
page 87). Texas farm multipass dryer costs declined to $0,285 per 
cwt. at 44,000 cwt. (Table VII, page 87). The Texas facilities had 
considerably larger capacities than most Louisiana farm multipass 
units which may Indicate that increased size brings higher average 
costs.
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Farm bulk bin drying and storage units had higher costs and 
experienced increasing costs at lower outputs than multipass facil­
ities. Texas round bulk bin farm dryers reached a minimum cost of 
$0,246 per cwt. between 8,000 and 10,000 cwt. (Table VII, page 87). 
Louisiana round bulk bin farm average costs were $0.26 at 10,000 
cwt., the limit of the observation range. Farm buildings with bulk 
bin dryers reached a minimum average cost of $0.34 at 16,000 cwt. 
with increasing cost at greater capacity and output (Table VII, page - 
87) .
Because both multipass and bulk bin drying systems were in­
cluded in the farm sample, discussion of hypothesis #1 included only 
farm units. Average cost comparisons were most valid within the farm 
group because differences observed should be due to the drying systems. 
If farm bulk bln and commercial multipass systems were compared, both 
drying technique and firm ownership-location differences would be in- 
cluded.
Within the farm group, multipass drying and storage facilities 
had the minimum average cost. However, at output levels below 12,000 
cwt., farm bulk bin dryers had lower per unit costs.
Hypothesis #2: Increased volume allows centralized commercial
rice dryers to become more efficient than farm dryers.
The hypothesis cannot be accepted because at relatively small 
output levels, farm drying and storage facilities have much lower per 
unit costs than commercial facilities have at much larger outputs.
For example, the comnercial drying and storage average costs are
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estimated as reaching a minimum of $0.36 at an output and capacity 
level of 100,000 cwt. for the Louisiana cooperative group. The Texas 
cooperative and all non-cooperative comnercial dryer groups have aver­
age costs declining to $0,359 at 400,000 cwt. output and capacity 
(Figure 18, page 111). In contrast, all farm drying and storage fa­
cility groups have much lower average costs at output and capacity 
levels below 50,000 cwt. (Figure 14, page 90, Figure 18, page 111). 
Farm dryer group minimum average costs were as follows: (1) build­
ings with bulk bins - $0.34 at 16,000 cwt; (2) round bulk bins $0.26 
at 10,000 cwt.; (3) Louisiana multipass - $0,195 at 24,000 cwt.; and 
(4) Texas multipass - $0,285 at 44,000 cwt. (Table VII, page 87).
Because of size differences between farm and commercial facil­
ities, it is impossible to compare average costs at the same output 
level. All farm dryer average cost curves either reach a minimum 
and turn up or have no observations that approach the lower limit in 
size and output for commercial dryers (Figure 14, page 90, Figure 18, 
page 111). Thus, for a drying and storage output as large or larger 
than 100,000 cwt. at a single facility, consoerclal units have lower 
costs because they are the only units with capacity to handle such a 
volume.
Hypothesis #3: Cooperative ownership of commercial rice dry­
ing and storage facilities leads to more efficient operations.
The hypothesis cannot be accepted. Comnercial drying and 
storage coat analyses failed to show conclusively that either owner­
ship arrangement was superior. Cooperative facilities were generally
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larger with higher total costs and output than non-cooperative units. 
However, some cooperative dryers showed equally low average costs, 
especially at high output and capacity levels.
Initially individual regressions were fitted to the comaercial 
dryer cost observations divided into ownership groups (cooperative 
and non-cooperative) by state. Statistical tests indicated that for 
cost estimation, Louisiana and Texas non-cooperative dryer regressions 
should be combined. However, the regression function for Louisiana 
cooperative dryer costs was different from the Texas cooperative re­
gression.
The individual state cooperative regressions were compared to 
the non-cooperative regression. Tests showed that one regression 
should represent Texas cooperative and all non-cooperative commercial 
dryer costs. A separate regression was indicated for Louisiana co­
operative dryer costs.
Average costs for Louisiana cooperative dryers reached a mini­
mum of $0,361 at 100,000 cwt. with increasing costs at larger capa­
city and output levels. Texas cooperative and all non-cooperative 
dryer average costs declined to $0,359 at 400,000 cwt. There was 
only $0,002 difference in the minimum cost attained by the commercial 
dryer groups.
Hypothesis #4: Volume of rice dried and stored plus excess
drying and storage capacity will be significant variables influencing 
the operating costs of rice dryers.
Drying and storage output plus excess capacity were used as 
independent variables in all analyses. The hypothesis was accepted
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since all regressions produced statistically significant correlation 
coefficients indicating a cause and effect relationship between the 
independent and dependent variables. That is, the statistically 
significant "R" values demonstrated that there was a very small prob­
ability of the observed degree of association occurring due to chance.
Hypothesis #5: The drying and storage services produced by
bulk bin and multipass systems are of equal quality.
The hypothesis is accepted. When rice samples from bulk bin 
and multipass systems were graded at the end of the drying period, 
in some cases their relative quality was not the same. However, due 
to the drying technique, there was a longer interval of time between 
grading control and test samples from bulk bin dryers. After all 
rice samples were aged equally, there ware no differences in rice 
sample value.
Conclusions
As indicated by the economy of scale curves developed in this 
study, farm multipass units minimized in-plant costs of rice drying 
and storage. Generally, all types of farm facilities had much lower 
average costs than comnercial facilities in providing drying and stor­
age services (Figure IS, page 111). However, the capacity range was 
relatively narrow for farm dryers extending only from 4,000 cwt. to
44,000 cwt. (Figure 14, page 90). The least-cost size farm drying 
system combination was a 24,000 cwt. capacity, multipass dryer storage 
unit.
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Commercial firm economy of scale curves estimated that drying 
and storage average costs were equally low at 100,000 cwt. as at
400.000 cwt. capacity (Figure 18, page 111). By computing per unit 
costs from firm accounting statements, it was found that a few com­
mercial firms had costs as low as the least-cost farm firms. How­
ever, these low cost firms were at opposite extremes in capacity 
which ranged from 60,000 cwt. to 400,000 cwt.
Through analysis of actual individual commercial firm costs, 
several comnents can be made in their favor. For capacities up to
125.000 cwt., seasonally operated commercial units had per unit costs 
as low as any other firm, farm or commercial. The seasonal facilities 
were similar to farm units in that their activities were relatively 
limited to drying and storage.
Among the commercial facilities with capacities about 375,000 
cwt., the individual firms with low costs had large volumes of non­
drying and storage activities. With a relatively high per cent of 
drying and storage capacity being used, the firms were apparently able 
to diversify operations on an annual basis and lower fixed costs per unit.
Total marketing costs for rice may not be reduced by the full 
amount of drying and storage cost savings at farm facilities. Al­
though the relatively small farm dryers minimize the cost of drying 
and storage, there could be additional costs of concentrating rice 
as it goes into processing channels. This would depend on whether 
the aggregate hauling costs are greater in hauling from field to farm 
dryer to processing than In hauling from field to commercial dryer to 
processing.
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Other factors that should be considered in adopting farm 
dryers would be the need for trained operators and marketing agen­
cies. The number of trained operators needed would increase in 
direct proportion to the number of farm facilities. Also, with 
many farm facilities there would be a need for a central marketing 
agency to bring buyer and seller together. Although the above fac­
tors are considerations that must be made, there is no basis for say­
ing that they would increase marketing costs.
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APPENDIX A
COST CHECKLIST FOR COMMERCIAL DRYERS 19
1. Name of dryer
2. Total cwt. dried (green weight)____
3. Cwt. rated storage capacity (total)
4. Total investment (initial)_________
5. Costs:
_ (dry weight)
  (bulk)___
(book value)
Salaries & WagesA/
Service Storage Drying
$
Utilities
Insurance on grain 
Operating expenses!/
Repairs
Administrative expense^ 
Total operating costs 
Depreciation^/
Interest^/
Facility taxes^/
Facility insurance 
Total overhead costs 
Total reported costs 
Leas depreciation 
Total cash costs 
Return on 1/2 of investment 
Total costs
_1/ Include F.I.C.A. and unemployment insurance taxes, workers 
compensation Insurance, other fringe benefits for employees such as ex­
pense of health Insurance.
2f Include insect and rodent control expense, plant supplies, 
truck expense, inspection and grading fees, sacking, sacks.
_3/ ladude office supplies, telephone and telegraph, legal and 
audit, advertising, dues, donations, travel and annual meeting expenses, 
auto expense, postage, freight, miscellaneous.
Inclues leases
_5/ Includes dividends on preferred stock.
bj Includes bond and license.
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INCOME CHECKLIST FOR COMMERCIAL DRYERS 19
1. Name of dryer_
2. Total cwt. dried (green weight)_____________(dry weight)
Total cwt. stored
3. Cwt. rated storage capacity (total)___________(bulk)_
4. Total investment (initial)_______________(book value)________________
5. Sources of Revenue:
Per cent 
total 
revenue
(1) Drying Services
Total ( )
(2) Storage Services
Rice storage________________________________
Sacking _____
Handling (if not included In
drying charge)________________________ _____
Insurance charges on stored rice___________
Total   ( )
(3) Other Related Services
Seed cleaning _____
Seed treating _____
Fertilizer sales _____
Hardware sales _____
Sack sales _____
Other _____
(less cost of goods sold
Total   ( )
(4) Miscellaneous
Marketing fees _____
Interest_______________________________ _____
Warehouse lease _____
Other _____
Total   ( )
Total Revenue
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WORKSHEET FOR ON-FARM DRYING AND STORAGE COSTS 
OPERATING COSTS
In figuring the cost items, please include only the ones that apply to 
this year's operations (19 _____ ):
1. Labor to Dry and Store On-farm
Activity No. Hours Pay per Hour
Cleaning bins ____________
Insect and rodent control________________ _________  ____________
Loading bins _________  ____________
Turning rice _________  ____________
Unloading rice _________  ____________
Repairs _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ____________
Otheri/
2. Material Costa to Dry and Store On-farm
Item Cost ($)
Sprays _ _ _ _ _ _
Fumigants _________
Fuel (butane, natural gas, etc.)
Repairs_________________________________ _________
Other
3. Electricity to Dry and Store On-farm 
Number of kilowatt hours used
Cost of kilowatt hours $_
4. Grain Insurance
Face amount of policy ($)
Cost of policy ($) $
Number of units of rice covered
5. Building and Equipment Insurance
Face amount of policy ($) $
Annual cost of policy ($)
JL/ Hours of labor should Include time spent in turning on fans, 
checking rice, supervising loading operations, etc.
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Insurance Values to Use in Estimating Costs Not Reported for Farm Dryers.
Building and Equipment Insurance
I. Round bulk bins - all metal
$5 per $1,000 valuation on 75% of value
II. He Ran, bulk bin - all metal
$5 per $1,000 valuation on 75% of value
III. L.S.U. (commercial type) - all metal - direct fired 
$10 per $1,000 valuation on 75% of value
IV. L.S.U. (comnercial type) - wood frame - direct fired
$20 per $1,000 valuation on 50% of value
V. Building with bulk bins - wood frame
$10 per $1,000 valuation on 50% of value
Rice Stock Insurance
I. Round bulk bins - all metal
.002c per cwt. per month held in dryer
II. McRan, bulk bins - all metal
.002c par cwt. per month held in dryer
III. L.S.U. - all metal - direct fired
.004c per cwt. per month held in dryer
IV. L.S.U. - wooden frame - direct fired
.008c per cwt. per month held in dryer
V. Building with bulk bins - wooden frame 
.004c per cwt. per month held In dryer
APPENDIX B
Table I. Bound Bulk Bin Fern Dryers: Accounting Statement Costs per Hundredweight (Cwt) Storage Output
by State, Size Group, and Per Cent of Capacity Used.
State
&
Size
Capa­
city
Used
Ob­
serva­
tions Labor Spray Fuel
Re­
pair* Elec. Other
Grain
Ins.
Total
Vari­
able
Costs
Depre­
cia­
tion
Bldg.
Ins.
Inter­
est
Total
Fixed
Cost
Total
Costs
Cwt Per
cent
Num­
ber r Cwt -
Texas
Less 50-74 1 .057 .001 _ .025 .004 .087 . 170 .015 .110 .295 .382
than
5.000
75 & 
over 4 .025 .002 . .008 .035 .005 .075 .124 .011 .080 .215 .290
5,000 1-24 2 .030 - - .168 .068 - .005 .271 .474 .037 .300 .811 1.082
to
9.999
25-49 4 .023 .001 - .026 .044 .072 .007 . 173 .242 .019 .153 .414 .587
10,000 50-74 3 .020 .009 - .001 .070 - .013 .113 .152 .004 .097 .253 .366
to
14.999
75 & 
over 3 .021 .006 .004 .073 .012 . 116 .124 .007 .080 .211 .327
15,000 1-24 1 .020 .015 - .012 . 127 - .003 .177 .558 .019 .359 .936 1.112
&
over
75 & 
over 2 .021 .003 _ .003 .061 .003 .091 .114 .004 .073 . 191 .282
(Continued)
Table I (Continued)
State
&
Size
Capa­
city
Used
Ob­
serva­
tions Labor Spray Fuel
Re­
pairs Elec. Other
Grain 
Ins.
Total
Vari­
able
Costs
Depre­
cia­
tion
Bldg.
Ins.
Inter­
est
Total
Fixed
Cost
Total
Costs
art. Per
cent
Nu b -
ber - Dollars per Cwt -
Louisi­
ana
Leas 25-49 7 .036 .010 .029 .022 .033 _ .008 .138 .232 .023 .139 .394 .532
than 50-74 11 .036 .013 .024 .017 .048 - .008 .146 . 174 .015 .105 .294 .440
5,000 75 & 
over 7 .030 .003 .023 .033 .031 .006 .126 .100 .011 .064 .175 .301
5,000 25-49 5 .026 .006 .007 .021 .074 - .007 .141 .257 .026 .164 .447 .588
to 50-74 7 .027 .008 .015 .020 .043 - .016 .129 .166 .019 .106 .291 .420
9,999 75 & 
over 22 .030 .003 .019 .012 .021 .001 .007 .093 .119 .013 .073 .205 .298
10,000 1-24 1 .010 - - - .241 - .002 .253 .361 .031 .231 .623 .876
to 50-74 1 .008 - - - .098 - .010 .116 .114 .011 .073 . 198 .314
14,999 75 & 
over 1 .013 .002 .001 . .087 .008 .111 .077 .007 .048 .132 .243
15,000 
& over 25-49 3 .025 .003 .030 .011 .038 . .006 . 113 .111 .030 .065 .206 .319
Table 11. Buildings with Bulk Bin Farm Dryers: Accounting Statement Costs per Hundredweight of Drying
and Storage Output by State, Size Group, and Per Cent of Capacity Used.
State
&
Sice
Capa*
city
Used
Ob­
serva­
tions Labor Spray Fuel
Re­
pairs Elec. Other
Grain
Ins.
Total
Vari­
able
CoSt8
Depre­
cia­
tion
Bldg.
Ins.
Inter­
est
Total
Fixed
Cost
Total
Costs
Cwt
Texas
Per
cent
Num­
ber Cwt -
Less
than
5.000
50-74 2 .058 .016 - - .061 - .004 . 139 .325 .023 .208 .556 .695
5,000 1-24 4 .136 .001 - .045 .181 - .014 .377 1.067 .095 .681 1.843 2.220
to 25-49 4 .063 .009 - .018 .066 - .008 .164 .336 .033 .212 .581 .745
9,999 50-74 17 .039 .005 .001 .003 .051 .010 .010 . 119 .204 .026 .128 .358 .477
75 & 
over 10 .035 .005 .008 .010 .052 .007 .025 .142 .139 .028 .086 .253 .395
10,000 25-49 5 .042 .003 .022 .015 .040 - .015 .137 .229 .025 .134 .388 .525
to 50-74 12 .047 .004 .005 .005 .049 - .012 .122 . 188 .020 . 115 .323 .445
14,999 75 & 
over 6 .031 .006 .006 .005 .046 .014 .108 . 149 .018 .090 .257 .365
15,000 1-24 1 .025 .006 - - .092 - .012 .135 1.085 .112 .689 1.886 2.021
& 25-49 8 .061 .004 .003 .009 .066 - .010 .153 .266 .023 .169 .458 .611
over 50-74 9 .041 .001 .002 .001 .043 ..001 .013 .102 .170 .017 .107 .294 .396
75 & 
over 4 .042 .006 .014 .016 .054 .017 .149 .124 .012 .071 .207 .356
(Continued)
Table II. (Continued)
State
&
Size
Capa­
city
Used
Ob­
serva­
tions Labor Spray Fuel
Re­
pairs Elec. Other
Grain
Ins.
Total
Vari­
able
Costs
Depre­
cia­
tion
Bldg. 
Ins.
Inter­
est
Total
Fixed
Cost
Total
Costs
Oft Per
eant
Num­
ber - Dollars per Cwt -
Louisi­
ana
5,000
to
9,999
50-74 3 .023 .004 .007 .002 .058 - .005 .099 .223 .058 .147 .428 .527
10,000 25-49 1 .027 .003 .005 - .036 - .003 .074 .255 .053 .157 . 465 .539
to 50-74 2 .078 .002 .005 .005 .050 - .003 .143 .180 .021 . 110 .311 .454
14,999 75 & 
over 3 .043 .004 .049 .006 .102 .179 .045 .112 .336 .438
Table III. Multipass with Bulk Bin Farm Dryers: Accounting Statement Costs per Hundredweight of Drying
and Storage Output by State, Size Group, and Per Cent of Capacity Used.
State
&
Size
Capa­
city
Used
Ob­
serva­
tions Labor Spray Fuel
Re­
pairs Elec. Other
Grain 
Ins.
Total
Vari­
able
Costs
Depre­
cia­
tion
Bldg. 
Ins.
Inter­
est
Total
Fixed
Cost
Total
Costs
Cwt Per
cent
Num­
ber
Texas
15,000 25-49 1 .077 .005 .033 .027 .027 .010 .179 .104 .036 .060 .200 .379
& 50-74 6 .058 .001 .015 .013 .018 - .012 .117 .085 .015 .048 .148 .265
over 75 & 
over 2 .035 .002 .026 .029 .012 . .022 .126 .057 .019 .033 .109 .235
Louisi­
ana
10,000 1-24 3 .055 .012 .004 .018 .037 .126 .507 .081 .323 .911 1.037
to 25-49 9 .030 .003 .023 .010 .040 - .008 .114 .109 .016 .064 .189 .303
14,999 75 & 
over 6 .040 .015 .004 .018 „ .008 .085 .053 .013 .034 . 100 .185
15,000
& 1-24 2 .039 .019 .002 .018 .007 .085 .191 .015 .118 .324 .409
over 25-49 7 .039 .002 .030 .011 .004 - .020 .106 .113 .038 .072 .223 .329
Table IV. Cooperative Dryers: Accounting Statement Costs per Hundredweight of Drying and Storage Output
by State, Size Group, and Per Cent of Capacity Utilization.
State
&
Size
Capa­
city
Used
Ob­
serva­
tions
Wages
&
Sals.
Utili­
ties
Grain
Ins.
Oper.
Sup­
plies
Re­
pairs Admin.
Total
Vari­
able
Costs
Depre­
cia­
tion
Prop.
Taxes
Bldg.
Ins.
Inter­
est
Total
Fixed
Cost
Total
Costs
Cwt. Per 
cent
Louisiana
Less
than
125.000 68
Hu»>
bar
3 .076 .014 .004 .009 .007
- Dollars per 
.010 .120
Cwt - -
.057 .003 .009 .034 .103 .223
125,000
to 43
9
O) .123 .016 .006 .012 .009 .013 . 179 .086 .014 .011 .057 .168 .347
249,999 45 (3) .094 .032 .006 .004 .018 .006 .160 .084 .021 .023 .045 .173 .333
68 (3) .114 .019 .009 .013 .020 .012 .187 .069 .005 .017 .041 . 132 .319
250,000
to 47
9
(3) .100 .016 .007 .014 .015 .022 .174 .083 .019 .015 .060 .177 .351
374,999 52 (3) . 104 .018 .007 .011 .018 .010 . 168 .081 .009 .014 .046 . 150 .318
61 (3) .138 .016 .010 .026 .011 .021 .222 .040 .019 .011 .021 .091 .313
Texas
125,000
to 30
6
(3) .081 .029 .007 .010 .018 .008 .153 .098 .015 .015 .088 .216 .369
249.999 71 (3) .108 .007 .002 .002 .009 .005 . 133 .062 .010 .0x0 .055 .137 .270
375,000
& 55
9
(3) .124 .014 .007 .004 .019 .017 . 185 .042 .010 .005 .035 .092 .277
over 61 (3) .119 .012 .002 .017 .010 .011 . 171 .039 .011 .003 .029 .082 .253
63 (3) .092 .012 .004 .013 .011 .012 .144 .034 .006 .004 .027 .071 .215
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Table V. Non-Cooperative Dryers: Accounting Statement Costs per Hundredweight oi Drying and Storage
Output by State, Size Group, and Per Cent of Capacity Utilization.
Total
State Capa­ Ob­ Wages Oper. Vari­ Depre­ Total
& city serva­ & Utili­ Grain Sup­ Re­ able cia­ Prop. Bldg. Inter­ Fixed Total
Size Used tions Sals. ties Ins. plies pairs Admin. Costs tion Taxes Ins. est Costs Costs
Cwt. Per Num­
cent ber ■Dollars per Cwt - -
Louisiana
£
Less 48
O
(3) .161 .022 .013 .020 .012 .011 .239 .045 .005 .014 .023 .087 .326
than 64 (3) .095 .014 .011 .032 .011 .008 . 171 .017 .007 .008 .008 .040 .211
125.000
125,000 6
to 42 (3) .125 .020 .011 .008 .004 .009 . 177 .053 .001 .036 .027 . 117 .294
249.999 52 (3) .098 .017 .005 .008 .004 .009 . 141 .065 .006 .023 .047 .141 .282
Texas
9
Less 35 (3) .186 .015 .018 .052 .0003* .001 .272 .190 .011 .024 .099 .324 .596
than 50 (3) .057 .021 .004 .002 .007 .0001* .091 .048 .003 .011 .024 .086 .177
125.000 50 (3) .021 .027 .015 .004 .008 .008 .083 .046 .008 .009 .024 .087 . 170
125,000 6
to 52 (3) .107 .029 .020 .009 .006 .007 .178 .083 .008 .019 .044 .154 .332
249.999 61 (3) .131 .023 .010 .007 .009 .008 . 188 .058 .003 .010 .031 . 102 .290
*Rounded to zero.
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Symbols:
w
APPENDIX C
Statistical Tests
2
Ed^ - Sum of squared deviations from regression for the
total (both groups).
2
Id - Sum of squared deviations from regression within
the compared groups.
ZZd - Sum of the sum of individual group squared devia­
tions from regression.
d.f. - Degrees of freedom
5.5. - Sum of squares
M.S. - Mean square
F - Statistical test
n - Number in all groups Included
K - Number of variables
Analysis of Variance Tests
5.5. d.f. M.S. F
Ed2 IN-K
2
Ed EN-(K-l) - 2 (or number of groups)w
EEd2 EN-2K (or num- EEd2 _
ber of groups) "5T T k
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Analysis of Variance Teats
Test #1 Hq : one regression for both groups.
S.S. d.f.
Ed2 - Eld2 (EN-K) - (En-2K)
M.S.
Ed2 - EEd2
T_______________
(En-K) - (En-2K)
M.S.#2 F - S4 2
mTsTTT
Test #2 Hq : equal coefficients with different vertical intercept 
values.
S.S. d.f.
Ed* - EEd2 [En - (K-l)-2] - (En-2K)
M. S.
- Ew2 ■ M.S. #3 V . M J L U
[En - (K-1) - 2 ] - (En-2K)
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Analysis of Variance 
Farm Round Bulk Bins: Louisiana and Texas n 85
Source S.S. d.f. M.S. F
Total (Id2) 
T
17183960 81
Within (Id2) w 16641720 80
Error (Hfi2) 13440230 77 174548.441 F 05w 4 + 77d.f. - 2.48
Test #1 3743730 4 935932.5 _ c / 
” 5” 2 -5 n U M . U  5 362 (reject)-
Test #2 3201490 3 1067161 1 1067163.3 . 6 inn
174548.4
F 05w 3 + 77d.f. - 2. 72
Farm Buildings with Bulk Bins: Louisiana and Texas n - 91
Total 31021100 87
Within 29609370 86
•
Error 28127960 83 338891.08 F Q5w4 + 83d.f. - 2.48
Test #1 2893140 4 723285 “ 2.1342 (fail to 
reject)
Farm Multipass Louisiana and Texas n ■ 36
Total 74593570 32
Within 74558170 31
1/ Also significant at the .01 level. 
2/ Ibid.
Analysis of Variance 
Source S.S. d.f. M.S.
Error 19025350 28 679476.78 F Q5w4 + 28d.f. =2.71
Test #1 55568220 4 13892055 _ 2Q ^  ( ,ect>3/
679476.78
Test #2 55532820 3 185X0940 _185H)94g _ 27.24 (reject)-^
679476.78
F Q5w 3 + 28d.f. = 2.95 
Farm Louisiana: Round Bin and Multipass n - 92
Total 29674780 88
Within 27756520 87
Error 26971720 84 321092 F Q5w4 + 84d.f. - 2.46
Test #1 2703060 4 675765 - 2.104 (fail to reject)
321092
Farm Texas: Round Bulk Bln and Multipass n - 29
Total 42703370 25
Within 37168720 24
Error 5493865 21 261612.619 F Q5w4 + 21d.f. - 2.84
Test #1 37209505 4 9302376.25 g.y,?.376’25 - 35.56 (reject)-^
261612.6
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Analysis of Variance
Source S.S. d.f. M.S.
Test #2 31674855 3 10558285 * *0.36 (reject)-'’
Farm All Buildings with Bulk Bins and Louisiana Round Bin and Multipass
n - 183
Total 120452100 179
Within
Error
78689760 178
60696860 175 346839.2 F Q5w4 + 175d.f. - 2.41
Teat #1 59755240 4 14938800 - 43.07 (reject)-^
346839
F .05w3 " 17d.f. - 2.65
Test #2 17992900 3 5997630 ^2Z||2 . 17.29 (r.J.ct)*' 
346839
Conmerclal Dryers (four groups): Louisiana- (1) Cooperatives and (2)
Non-Cooperatives; Texas- (3) Cooperatives and (4) Non-Cooperatives n - 63
Drying and Storage Costs
Source S.S. d.f. M.S.
Total
Within
Error
4826.003 58
4047.271 55
2467.67 43 57.387674 F 05wl5 + 43d.f. - 1.92
Test #1 10/2358.333 15 157.2222 F - 157.2222 F « 2.73 (reject)—
57.387674
Test #2 1579.601 12 131.633416 F - 12V F - 2.29(reject)
F05w 12 + 43d.f. - 1.98
1/ Ibid. 
8/ Ibid.
9/ Ibid. 
10/ Ibid.
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Analysis of Variance
Commercial Cooperative: Louisiana and Texas n ■ 36
Drying and Storage Costs
Source
Total
Within
Error
Test #1
Test #2
S.S. d.f. M.S. 
3060375 31
2875572 30
1678584 26 64560.923 F Q5w5 + 26d.f. - 2.59
11 /
1381791 5 276358.2 -276358.2 ■ 4,28 (reject)— '
64560.923
1196988 4 299247 F Q5w4 + 26d.f. - 2.74
299247 . 4 6 (reJect)A2/
64560.923
Coimercial Non-Cooperative: Louisiana and Texas n - 27 
Drying and Storage Costs
Total 
Within 
Error 
Test #1
1162724 22
1098604 21
789086.3 17 46416.84
373637.7 5
F Q5w5 + 17d.f. - 2.81
74727.54 “ 1-6099 (fail to reject)
46416.84
Combined Commercial Non-Cooperative Compared to Louisiana 
Cooperatives n - 48
Total
Within
Error
2294346 43
2244160 42
13/
1550904 38 40813.263 F __w5 + 38d.f. - 2.46—
.05
11/ Ibid. 
12/ Ibid. 
13/ Ibid.
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Analysis of Variance 
Source S.S d.f. M.S. F
Test #1 743442 5 148688.4 — I48688-.4 „ 3 6A (reject)
40813.263 J
F .05w4 + 38d f- ■ 2.62^/
Test n  693256 4 173314 1733.14 - 4.24 (reject)
40813.263
Combined Commercial Non-Cooperative Compared to Texas Cooperatives n ■ 42 
Drying and Storage Costs 
Total 2596647 37
Within 2565810 36
Error 2453208 32 76662.75 F Q5w5 + 32d.f. - 2.51
Test #1 143439 5 28687.8 286£i:.? - 0.37 (fail to reject)
76662.75
14/ Ibid.
CONFIDENTIAL
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APPENDIX D
LOUISIANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
AND UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FARMER COOPERATIVE SERVICE 
WASHINGTON, D. C.
A STUDY OF CENTRAL RICE DRYING AND STORAGE 
FOR YEAR
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
CONFIDENTIAL Interview Schedule
Date of Interview
A STUDY OF CENTRAL RICE DRYING AND STORAGE
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Budget Bureau No. 40-6019 
Expiree December 31, 1962
I. General Information
Name and address of firm
2 .
3 .
County or parish
Name of person interviewed^ 
Check type of ownership
Position
Individual Partnership Corporation
Cooperative
Is this facility a branch of a larger organization? Yes ( ), No 
( ). If "yes,” give name and location of parent organization__
5. Year this facility began operating_
II. Total Volume of Rice Dried and Stored Last Crop Year
Month
July
August
September
Oc tober
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
Received 
(Green weight) 
Bbls
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
Dried 
(Dry Weight) 
Bbls.
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
Year
1/Volume^-' Stored 
(Dry weight 
Bbls.
TOTAL
1/ Volume stored: Obtain the volume of rice stored during the
month for which charges were made.
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III. Rice Shrinkage During Last Crop Year (______ )
Year
1. What was the percentage of rice shrinkage for this drier in 
1959?
2. List varieties of rice dried and per cent of total for each 
variety for 1959-60.
 Variety   Per cent_____
Revenues and Costs to Dry. Store, and Perform Other Services
1. Gross Incone
Account
Dividends
Drying
Feed ssles
Fertiliser
Grade Certificates
Handling & services
Insurance
Interest
Miscellaneous income 
Miscellaneous sales 
Overages
Re-grading, re-weighing, 
re-stacking 
Rice storage 
Rice storage (CCC)
Sacks and twine 
Sales tax & conissions 
Scrap rice 
Seed cleaning 
Seed sales 
Special allowance 
Storage other than rice 
Sweepings
Gross Income Drying Storing Services
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  XXX XXX ~
__________________  XXX XXX ___________
__________________  XXX XXX ___________
" - XXX
XXX
XXX
________    XXX
XXX   XXX
XXX   XXX
XXX XXX
________    XXX
XXX XXX_________________
XXX XXX
XXX XXX ________
XXX
TOTAL
2. Expenses
(Schedule A) - 1
Account Totsl _____ Drying _____ Storing  Services_____
Dollars Per cent Dollars Per cent Dollars Per cent Dollars
Certifications _______  ________  _______  ________  _______ ________  _______
Depreciation (from De­
preciation Schedule) _ _ _ _ _    _ _ _ _ _ ___ ________  _______  ________  _______
Electricity   _ _ _ _ _ _  _______  ________  _______  ________  _______
Extermination _______  ________  _______  ________  _______  ________  _______
Gas (heat) _______  ________  _______  ________  _______  ________ _______
Inspection & grading fees _ _ _ _ _  _______   _ _ _ _ _    XXX XXX
Insurance (building & 
equipment)
XXX XXX
Insurance (grain)           XXX XXX
Licenses _____
Marketing fees ______
Property taxes ______
Repairs - building _____
Repairs - machinery &
equipment ______
Rica delivery _____
Salaries ______
Social Security Taxes ______
Wages (year-round
employees) ______
Wages (seasonal) ______
Warehouse lease ______
Warehouse supplies ______
XXX XXX
TOTAL_________________ _______  ________  _______  ________  _______  ________  _______
1/ Expense items that management will be asked to allocate to function performed (drying, storing, 
services).
2. Expenses (Continued)
(Schedule B) ^
Services_____
Per cent Dollars
Advertising _______  ________  _______  ________  _______  ________  _______
Annuel Meeting _______  ________  _______  ________  _______  ________ _______
Auto expense _______
Bed debts _______  ________  _______  ________  _______  ________  _______
Benk charges     ______ ________  _______  ________  _______
Donations _ _ _ _ _    _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _______  ________  _______
Dues _______  ________  _______  ________  _______  ________  _______
Freight      _ ________  _______  ________  _______
Interest___________________________  ________  _______  ________  _______  ________  _______
Interest on preferred
stock     _ _ _ _ _ ___ ________  ______  ________  _______
Legal and audit     ______ ________ _______  ________  _______
Miscellaneous _______  ________  _______  ________  _______  ________  _______
Office supplies and
stationery   _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  ________  _______  ________  _______
Organization expense _______ ________  _______  ________  _______  ________  _______
Rice industry fee       _ _ _ _ _ _  _______  ________  _______
Telephone & telegraph _______  ________  _______  ________  _______  ________  _______
Traveling     _ _ _ _ _  ________  _______  ________  _______
Truck expense _______  ________  _______ ________  _______ ________  _______
Water _______  ________  _______  ________  _______  ________  _______
Account Total _____ Drying______ _____Storing_____
Dollars Per cent Dollars Per cent Dollars
TOTAL_________________ _______  ________  _______
1? Expense items to be allocated on basis of Schedule A.
3. Schedule of Depreciation for the Fiscal Year
Dace
Account Acquired Coat
Dollars
Auto ________  _______
Bins (drying)_____________________  _______
Bins (storage) ________  _______
Elevator
Land
Machinery & equipment
Office building 
Office equipment
Tools
Truck
Warehouse building
Total
Depre­
ciation
Dollars
Water & gas lines
Rate 
Per cent
F.Y.1959 
Depre-
ciatlon Drying Storing Services 
Dollars Per cent Per cent Per cent
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VI. Buildings and Equipment
1. What Is the total capacity of all storage units? (Include those 
used to service drying operations)___________________
Barrels
2. List types of storage and capacity of each:
Bulk Sack
 Type_______  Capacity  Type______  Capacity
(Barrels) (Barrels)
Corrugated metal Corrugated metal ________
Round bln_________________  Solid concrete ________
Quonset _______ Concrete staves _______
Elevator ________  Wood_______________ ________
Solid concrete ________  Other (list)
Concrete staves ________  ________________ ________
Other (list)_____________________________________ ________
TOTAL TOTAL
3. What is the capacity of working storage serving drying operation?
(Barrels)
4. What is the make of drier? (If any central drier has more than 
one make, list answers to Questions 3, 6, and 7 on separate sheet 
and attach to questionnaire.) _____________________________________
5. What is the type of drier? Continuous flow, single pass ( ), or 
continuous flow, multiple pass ( ).
6. What is the manufacturer's rated drying capacity?
(Bbls/hour)
from to ___________ moisture.
( Per cent) (Per cent)
7. What changes, if any, would you like to make in your drying and 
storage facilities?
VII. Management1s Appraisal of Central Driers
1. Will you describe rat protection measures used at this drier?
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2. Will you describe Insect protection measures used at this 
drier?
3. Are rice sales conducted at the central drier? Yes ( ),
No ( ).
(a) If "yes," estimate the average number of days per week 
during the drying season buying takes place at the cen­
tral drier__________
(b) If "yes," list number of buyers operating at the central 
drier.
Range 1/ Average 2/
4. What percentages of rice dried at this drier went to Govern­
ment and what percentages went to commercial buyers in:
Conmercial Government
(Per cent) (Per cent)
1960 __________  __________
1959 __________  __________
1958 __________  __________
1957
VIII. Operating Methods
1. Does drier refuse rice due to high moisture? Yes ( ), No ( ). 
If "yes," what is the maximum percentage of moisture for rice 
accepted?________________________ .
(Per cent)
2. What is your schedule of drying charges?_______________________
(Cents/bbl. green wt.)
Storage charges?
(Cents/bbl. dry wt.)
3. On what basis are drying charges determined? Explain
Storage charges? (Explain)
If Range: List of highest and lowest number of buyers.
2/ Average: Estimate of the manager as to the average number of
buyers.
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4. What Is the approximate time it takes for rice to pass through drying 
column? _______________
(Minutes)
5. On the average, what is the air temperature in the drying column?
(Degrees F.)
6. What is the average temperature of rice passing through drying column?
(pegrees F.)
7. What is the capacity of the drying column?_
(Bbls.)
S. What techniques do you use to cool rice between passes through drier? 
(Explain)______________________________________________________________
CONFIDENTIAL
LOUISIANA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
AND UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FARMER COOPERATIVE SERVICE 
WASHINGTON, D. C.
A STUDY OF FARM RICE DRYING AND STORAGE
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
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Budget Bureau No. 40-6018 
CONFIDENTIAL Interview Schedule Expires December 31, 1962
Date of Interview
A STUDY OF FARM RICE DRYING AND STORAGE 
I. General Information
1. Name  County or parish_
2. Mailing address_________________________________
3. Location (miles and direction from nearest town, hwy, or route 
number)
4. Total acres on farm(s), including woodland, for the year 1959___
  Crop acres 1959 _1 / _________________ .
5. Acres owned__________ Acres rented   Acres managed_____
II. Rice Production: Total acres_harvested___________  Crop year_
Yield (bbls.
Variety Acres dry weight)
1/ Land used for crops, for pasture, or grazing.
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III. Rice Disposal
1. Green Rice Sales at Time of Harvest
Lot No. 1 2 3 4 5
Variety ______  ______  ______  ______  ______
Date sold ______  ______  ________ ______________
Quantity (bbls.) ______  ______  ______  ______  ______
Price ______  ______  ______  ______  ______
a. Does price include an allowance for hauling? Yes ( ),
No ( ). If "yes," how much was the allowance?___________
(cents/bbl.)
b. What influenced you to sell this rice green?_______________
2. Rice Dried and Stored OFF-Farm
Lot No. 1 2 3 4 5
(Central Drier)
Variety        ______
Date sold ______  ______  ______  ______  ______
Quantity dried, green
weight (bbls.)     _ _ _ _ _  _____  _
Quantity sold, dry
weight (bbls.)     _ _ _ _ _  _____  _
Head rice (per
cent) _ _ _ _ _  ______  ______  ______  ______
Total yield
(per cent)__________ ______  ______  ______  ______  ______
Grade ______  ______  ______  ______  ______
Price ______  ______  ______  ______  ______
a. Does price include an allowance for hauling? Yes ( ),
No ( ). If "yea," how much was the allowance?
(cents/bbl.)
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b. What Influenced you to dry and store in central drier?
3. Rice Dried OFF-Fann but Stored ON-Farm
Lot No. (Farm) 1 2 3 4 5
Variety ______  ______  ______  ______  ______
Date stored on farm ______  ______  ______  ______  ______
Date sold _ _ _ _ _  ______  ______  ______  ______
Quantity stored,
dry weight (bbls.) ______  ______  ______  ______
Head rice (per
cent) ______  ______  ______  ______  ______
Total yield
(per cent)__________ ______  ______  ______  ______  ______
Grade ______  ______  ______  ______  ______
Price ______  ______ _________ _________  ______
a. Does price include an allowance for hauling? Yes ( ),
No ( ) . If "yes," how much was the allowance?_______
(cents /bb1.)
b. What influenced you to dry OFF-farm and store ON-farm?____
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IV.
4. Rice Dried and Stored in ON-Farm Facilities
Lot No. 1 2 3 4 5
Variety _______  _______  _______  _______  _______
Date drying began _______  _______  _______  _______  _______
Date reached stor­
age moisture _______  _______  _______  _______  _______
Quantity stored, dry
weight (bbls.) _______  _______  _______  _______  _______
Date sold___________ _______  _______  _______  _______  _______
Quantity sold, dry
weight (bbls.) _______  _______  _______  _______  _______
Head rice (per
cent)     _ _ _ _ _ ____ _____  ___
Total yield
(P* r cent)__________ _______  _______  _______  _______  _______
Grade _______  _______  _______  _______  _______
Price   _ _ _ _ _  _______  _______  _______
a. Does price include an allowance for hauling? Yes ( ), No
( ). If "yes," how much was the allowance?________________
(cents/bbl.)
5. Rice Used ON-Farm (Feed - Seed)
Variety Variety Variety Variety Variety
Quantity dried
ON-Farm (bbls.______ _______  _______  _______  _______  _______
Quantity dried
OFF-Farm (bbls.) _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _______  _______
6. Total of all rice produced in 1959?
(bbls.)
Buildings and Equipment ON Farm
1. Check the kind of storage facility: bulk ( ), sack ( ), round
bin ( ), quonset ( ), other (list)____________________________
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2. What is the brand name of drier?___________________________________ __
3. I* your rice drying facility stationary ( ), or continuous flow ( )?
If "continuous flow," is it single pass ( ), or multiple pass ( )?
4. List horsepower for each electric motor of drier:
(a) Fan motor________________________  h.p.
(b) Leg motor________________________  h.p.
(4) Other h.p.
3. What changes, if any, would you like to make in your drying and stor­
age system? 
6 . Bins Total number of bins on farm
Depre-
Bin Year Original elation
Wo. Shape Capacity Material acq. Hew Used cost rate
10
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7. Blowers In Working Order
Depre-
Year Original elation
Number Heat MFT Name acq. New Used cost rate
8 . Rice Conveying Equipment
Depre-
No. MFT Year Original elation
units Name acq. New Used cost rate
Portable
augar _____  ____  ____  _____  ____  ________  _______
Installed
auger _____  ____  ____  _____  ____  ________  _______
Belt
conveyer _____  ____  ____  _____  ____  ________  _______
Air
conveyer _____________________          _ _ _ _ _ _  _____
Bucket
Elevator ___  _____
Other (list)
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9. Other Drying and Storage Equipment
No. Year 
units acq■ New
Rice cleaners _ _ _  ____  _
Temperature probe _____ ____  _____
Grain probe _____  ____  ____
Moisture tester _____  ____  ____
Hotspot detecter _____  ____  ____
Holst _____  ____  ____
Scales _____  ____  ____
Grain pit _____  ____  ____
Man lift _____  ____  ____
Other (list)
V. Operating Costa
The following costs should be kept on a yearly basis beginning July 1, 
1959, and closing June 30, 1960:
1. Labor to Dry and Store ON Farm
Activity No. Hours Pay per hour _1/
Cleaning bins _ _ _ _ _ _  _______________
Insect and rodent control___________________________ _______________
Loading bins _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _______________
Turning rice _________  _______________
Unloading bins _________
Repairs_____________________________ __________ _______________
Other (list)
1/ If you did work yourself, estimate amount that you would have had to 
pay someone else to do the job.
Depre- 
Original elation 
Used cost rate
2. Material Costs to Dry and Store ON Farm
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Item Cost
Sprays
Fumigants
Fuel (gas)
Repairs (list)
Other (list)
3. Electricity to Dry and Store ON Farm
Number of kilowatt hours used______________ ____________
(KWH)
Cost of kilowatt hours used
(Dollars)
4. Grain Insurance on Rice for 1959-60
Face amount of pollcy(s) ____________
(Dollars)
Cost of policy(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(Dollars)
No. units of rice covered ____________
(bbls.)
Have you collected insurance on any rice losses? Yes ( ), No ( ).
If "yes," for what crop years? _________ , and what amount?
(Dollars)
Have you had grain losses that could have been insured? Yes ( ),
No ( ). If "yes," for what crop year?  , and what is your
estimate of the loss? _________________
(Dollars)
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5. Building and Equipment Insurance
Face amount of policy(s)___________________________ ______________
(Dollars)
Annual cost of policy(s) ______________
(Dollars)
Have you collected insurance on rice drying and storage building 
and equipment? Yes ( ), No ( ). If "yes,” for what crop year?
____________________ and for what amount? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(Dollars)
Have you had losses on rice drying and storage building and equip­
ment that were not insured? Yes ( ), No ( ). If "yes," for
what crop year?   and your estimate of the loss?_______
(Dollars)
6. Interest paid ____________
(Dollars)
VI. Management Information for 1959-60
1. Did you have any heat damaged rice in your drier this year?
Yes ( ), No ( ). If "yes," explain_________________________
2. How dry do you want rice going into your bins to be before you 
cut it? . In 1959, were you able to achieve this
objective? Yes ( ), No ( ). If "yes," explain
3. How deep do you fill your bins for drying?
(Feet)
4. What do you consider to be a suitable storage moisture content 
for rice?________ ._.Were you able to achieve this in 1959?
(Per cent)
Yes ( ), No ( ).
5. About how much time was required in 1959 to dry your rice to 
storage level? ____________
(Days)
6. How long do you run your blowers each day?
(Hours)
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7. How frequently do you check rice moisture? Rice temperature?
 Moisture  Temperature
Drying Storage Drying Storage
Daily________________ ______  _______  ______  ________
Semi-weekly__________ ______  _______  ______  ________
Weekly ______  _______  ______  ________
Bi-weekly ______  _______  ______  ________
Monthly ______  _______  ______  ________
Other (specify)
8. Loss control, including insects, rodents, stack burn, and other
a .  What methods do you use to control insects and rodents?
(1) Cleans bins before storage ____________
(2) Removes waste from around bins ____________
(3) Sprays around bins ____________
(4) Other (list)
b. Was rice turned during drying? Yes ( ), No ( ).
If "yes," how frequently? _________________________________
c. Was rice turned during storage period? Yes ( ), No ( ).
If "yes," how frequently?__________________________________
9. Are your drying and storage facilities used for any purpose 
other than for rice? Yes ( ) , No ( ).
(If "yes," interviewer is to determine the other commodities 
for which the facilities are used, volume, and period of use.)
VII. Producer's Appraisal
1. Record distance from producer's farm to nearest central drier
(Miles)
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2. Record distance to nearest rice Bale
(Miles)
3. List percentages o£ crops dried and stored ON Farm in:
Per cent
1960__________________ ________
1959__________________ ________
1958__________________ ________
1957
4. What percentages of your rice crops were delivered to commercial 
buyers and to the Government in:
Comnercial Government
(Per cent) (Per cent)
I960 __________  __________
1959
1958 __________  __________
1957 __________
5. Do you think farm drying affects the price you receive for your rice? 
Yes ( ), No ( ). E x p l a i n ______________________
6. Have you experienced any difficulty in selling rice in any of the 
years 1957 through 19597 Yes ( ), No ( ).
If ,ly«* , M explain
7. Why did you acquire ON-Farm facilities?
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